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ABSTRACT
._)
Utilization of family molds or multi-cavity polymer injection molds has proven
itself to be economical to the manufacturing industry as it helps lower cycle time per
individual part and ultimately drive profit increases. With the demand for higher output
per cycle and utilization of multi-cavity molds, runner systems have evolved to better fill
individual cavities. Studies have shown however, that an imbalance in fill characteristics
between cavities exists based on their location with respect to the sprue. Current research
has indicated that a polymer's shear thinning characteristic is a contributor to this
manufacturing problem. The analysis is however not complete, and there are additional
factors that have yet to be tested. The primary objective of the proposed research study
was to identify key elements which contribute to this fill imbalance and more specifically
study the effect primary runner length has towards the phenomenon. This study presents
the brief history of multi-cavity runner systems, the problems associated with runner
design, an in-depth discussion of known factors causing fill imbalance, and the
methodology used to study the effects of primary runner length on this phenomenon. The
results of the experimental study combined with a more in-depth material property
observation will lead to a more complete understanding of what the causes are for this
manufacturing problem.
1 INTRODUCTION
In today's polymer molding industry, manufacturers are pushed to develop
capabilities for more parts per cycle by increasing the number of cavities within molds
with the goal of lowering the total cost per part. In order to meet this demand. the design
of runner systems has evolved. To date hO\\'ever, no perfect and standardized model
runner system has been developed which evenly fills each individual cavity. The most
recent and highly applied runner design, a geometrically balanced runner system, is also
subject to these conditions with fill imbalance of up to 90% weight variation between part
cavities being recorded in certain cases. Since this significantly impacts part quality. the
industry seeks to find reasons behind this phenomenon in hopes to solving it.
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Currently the most popular runner design is the naturally balanced runner system
with T-configuration runner intersections. Compared to its predecessors of the "Fish
Bone" and "Tree" configurations, the balanced runner system is an improvement as the
total melt travel distance between the sprue and cavity is guaranteed to be equal. Non-
the-less the quizzical fill imbalance, which was a rampant problem with the earlier runner
designs. has also been obserwd through geometrically balanced runner systems. The
most conclusive diagnosis points to\\'ards the polymer's non-Ne\\·tonian thinning
characteristics as the cause. which \\'ill he discussed in more detail later. It is this author's
helief that indeed shear r3te does have 3n encmnous imp3ct on fill imb313nces yet there is
room to discover 3dditional factors also impact this problem. The purpose of this study
\\3S to create an experimental apparatus that tests additional parameters il1\cl\ved in
injection molding and help better explain the phenomenon of fill imbalance In a
geometrically balanced runner system.
This research project served to support and build upon the hypothesis of shear
induced fill imbalance. Thereby instead of trying to tackle the plethora of parameters and
aspects of injection molding that may affect the fill characteristics, this study focused on
a particular aspect of the process that had yet to be tested; the length of the primary
runner.
According to theory the melt's outer perimeter is subject to higher shear rates
which reduce viscosity through thinning effects, as well as through shear heating. If shear
heating directly relates to temperature increases of the outer perimeter, then it is expected
that extended exposure to this heating will further exacerbate the viscosity differences
between the core and outer perimeter. If the theory proves to be valid. fill imbalance
characteristics will change if the primary runner length is altered.
1.2 TARGET PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Multi-cavity molds are essential to companies for ensuring profitability at a time
when manufacturing is under pressure from overseas competition. With \'arious
industries increasing the demand for higher quality output from injection molding
processors. it is essential to cvaluate the utilized runner system to see if product qualit~
and future business can be assured, Although the industry standard runner design ensures
e\en melt travel distance. it does not ensure even lill characteristics nor does it assure
equal part quality. In fact in a standard S cavity mold. it has been observed that the inner
1110st 4 cavities fill at different rates than the 4 outcnll0st cavities. Illustrated in Figure
1-1, the phenomenon of fill imbalance in a geometrically balanced runner mold was first
discovered by John Beaumont in late 1990' s [1]. Beaumont theorized that the imbalance
is caused by viscosity differences between the core and outer perimeter of the melt
traveling down the primary runner length. As the melt enters the initial runner
intersection, the high viscosity core shifts with respect to the fixated runner diameter,
resulting in an asymmetric viscosity profile across the melt. When the melt reaches the
tertiary runner, low and high viscosity materials then flow into opposite directions
leading to differences in fill pattern between the inner and outer cavities.
Figure 1-1: Fill Imbalance in Geometrically Symmetrical Runner Mold
Although parts may \"isually be identical after the packing proccss. inspcction
through part testing shows key matcrial propcrty differcnces.[2] Based on the quantity of
ca\"itics in the mold. a numbcr of distinct material property groups can bc extracted from
a single shot. Based on speci fications for thc fabricated product. a certain perccntage of
thc batch could bc nothing more than scrap. Thereby. the phcnomenon of till imbalance
In a geometrically balanced mold poses serIOUS risk within the injection molding
industry.
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION
While there is an abundance of factors that can influence and cause fill imbalance
in molds with geometrically symmetrical runner systems, within this sea of factors there
are only a few that playa major role on fill imbalance. The objective of this investigation
was to clari fy the major factors associated with this problem, and discover the true nature
of the melt profile as it goes through the runner system. More specitically the goal was to
map a relationship between primary runner length to till imbalance characteristics. Based
on the theory that viscous heating effects lower the viscosity of the melt's outer
perimeter, how would the till imbalance characteristics be affected by increasing the
duration of the high shear? By answering this question, a correlation between fill
characteristics and the viscous heating effects at the boundary layer can be made.
Additionally, focusing on the boundary between the melt and the mold wall would help
the industry better understand the thermodynamics and heat transfer that occurs.
An additional goal of this study was to discover the key components of a
polymer's material rhcological response that cause differences in results of till pratik.
Previous experimentations have concluded that till imbalance is \'Cry much dependant on
the material. [1]
1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This appears to be the first time that a thesis for a master of science degree is to be
devoted to the topic of fill imbalances in geometrically balanced runner systems. Thus. a
significant part of the thesis will focus on summarizing previously conducted research in
the specific topic. The thesis will begin in Chapter 2 with a review of polymer injection
molding and it's evolution from single cavity mold to the now widely popular multi-
cavity molds. Runner design has played a large role in this evaluation. After categorizing
the various designs of multi-cavity runner systems. the problems associated with each
runner system will be discussed. with particular emphasis placed on the most popular
design for a geometrically balanced runner system. Following this. published
explanations of fill imbalance in geometrically balanced runner systems will be listed and
discussed. Considering the splitting debate within the injection molding industry as to
why the problem occurs. Chapter 2 will categorize the fundamental hypotheses and
theories. and discuss research results generated by the separate groups. Finally the
tvteltFlipperrt\l. which is the only current solution to the problem. will be detailed with
respect to its design and supporting experimental results.
After completing the review of the general outline of multi-cavity runner systems.
and detailing the theory of shear induced fill imbalance. Chapter 3 begins by hridging the
theory of shear induced fill imbalance with the purpose of this particular experimentation.
\\hich parallels closely with the direction of previous studies on the theory of shear
induced fill imbalance. Within this chapter. the design of the experimental apparatus is
laid out which fully details the exact capabilities of the mold and how the user interL1ces
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with it during the experimental procedures. After the design has been discussed the
chapter dives into the various stages involved in fabricating the experimental apparatus.
starting from the list of tools and materials used and ending with quality confirmation of
the mold assembly. A great amount of detail pertaining to the manufacturing stage is
included, as methods needed to be employed to successfully fabricate a mold that was
geometrically symmetric about the sprue within a tolerance of 0.00 )".
With the manufacturing process completed, actual experimentations could begin.
In Chapter 4, the design and experimental procedure is explained beginning with the
overall goal of the experiment. With the purpose highlighted. the polymers tested are then
discussed from a material science perspective. Keen detailing and discussion of the
chosen materials reveals how the material properties play a major role in the fill
imbalance characteristics. After the materials and equipment are listed. the actual
experimental procedure is laid out in full detail with explanations as to why certain
processing parameters were selected as controlled variables.
The running of the experimentation was actually the easiest and quickest part of
the research study. The coupled process of collecting the data and analyzing it. on the
other hand in\'oh'Cd considerable effort. Chapter 5 includes the results from' the
experimentation. For each of the three tested polymers. the results are displayed as fill
imbalance with respect to the primary runner length. as well as \\,ith respect to the
controlled processing condition (injection \elocity). From these empirical data and
graphs. novel relationships and characteristics are hypothesized and detcnded.
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Finally as the experimentation concluded, novel discoveries were made that relate
fill imbalance in geometrically balanced mold, to primary runner lengths and injection
velocity. These as well as additional indirect relationships are presented in Chapter 6.
Although a major part of the phenomenon is explained through this experimentation, the
complexity of what really happens in the runner system allows room for further research
to be conducted. Suggestions for future research directions are presented as the
concluding remarks to this thesis.
2 BACKGROUND OF FILL IMBALANCE
In a competitive market it is only natural that a manufacturer improves its process
efficiency in order to cut costs and maintain its share of the market. By increasing the
number of parts produced per single injection molding cycle, a company could
significantly lower costs through reduction of overall per product cycle time. Yet with
this increase in economic competitiveness, a manufacturing problem arises as cavities do
not evenly fill. The problem disrupts homogeneity, jeopardizes quality. and undercuts
profits. With the earlier runner designs. fill imbalance problems were clearly evident and
resulted in additional costs for continual modifications to the mold. Since the earliest
design. the runner design has evolved yet quizzically the fill imbalance problem
persisted. Now with quality and tolerances becoming ever more restrictive. both the
academic and the industry commitments have focused on the runner system in hopes to
finally understand the root cause of the problem.
This chapter presents the brief history of multi-cavity runner systems. the early
and current designs. and problems associated with each design. Following this. details of
a geometrically symmetrical runner system will be pro\'ided with an in-depth
summarization on the theory and hypothesis surrounding it. the research work and results.
as well as the ~leltFlipperT\l solution.
2.1 l\1l1LTI-CAVITY IU1NNER DESIGNS ~~ THEIR PROBLEl\lS
Given the short history of multi-cavity molds. there are only a few nmner designs
including the geometrically balanced svstem that have l'eell regularly applied by the
q
industry. This section will separate the designs to two categories, the early "FishBone"
and "Tree" designs, and the currently popular "Geometrically Symmetrical" system.
2.1.1 "FishBone" and "Tree" Runner Configuration
Economic justification naturally evolved the industry of injection molding to
develop molds with multi-cavities in order to increase productivity. These early multi-
cavities had runner systems in configuration of the "fishbone" or "tree" style where
cavities farther away from the mold had longer runner lengths than those towards the
center, as illustrated in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1: Early Design of Multi-Cavity Runner System
As was the case. parts closest to the sprue typically tilled tirst and were heavier
and larger than those parts farther away from the injection location. The cause of the fill
imbalance was diagnosed as uneven length and pressure drop to each cavity. Polymer
melt. like any other tluid. mo\cs in the path of least resistance thereby ca\'ities with lower
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pressure drops fill faster than those of higher pressure drops. The following IS a
commonly applied equation to calculate pressure drop through a die,
I1P = 8Q'7/
found ~
Jrr
( 2-1)
I1P
rn tJIl gil
12Q'7/
=--
\1'h 1
( 2-2)
where P is pressure. Q is volumetric /low rate. I is length. r is radius, w is runner width. h
is runner height, and '7 is viscosity. Calculations show that if the diameter of the runner
system was consistent throughout. the pressure drop to the inner cavities would be far
less than those on the outside.
Manufacturers corrected this problem by artificially balancing pressure drop to
each cavity by altering individual runner and gate sizes. At a time when industry relied
heavily on hand calculations and previous experiences. the runner system was machined
numerous times until acceptable consistency was reached. The negative economic impact
to correct this issue must have been significant to the industry at that time. From the
1980·s. computer simulation began to playa role in helping to configure the design of the
runner system by reducing time and effort necessary to prepare a multi-ca\'ity mold. The
simulation programs artiticially balanced the runner system by using straightforward
principals such as equations above. It is important to note that these software packages
did not apply complex modeling of the runner.
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2.1.2 Geometrically Balanced Runner Configuration
In the 1980's the geometrically balanced runner system was developed as an
improved model as it guaranteed equal flow lengths to every single cavity. Until this day
it is widely considered to be superior over the "fishbone" and "tree" configuration.
Interestingly it was discovered while short shooting the mold that fill imbalance was still
occurring in molds with more than 4 cavities. The observed fill characteristic was that the
inner cavities, closest to the sprue hole. were filling faster in comparison to the outer
cavities. figure 2-2 illustrates the design of an 8-cavity geometrically balanced "1-1-
configuration" runner mold.
5 ..., 6
8 ...
.' 7
Figure 2-2: A Geometrically Symmetrical "H-Configuration" Runner System 111
In the 8 ca\'ity configuration shown abme. which is the basic design for this experimental
study: there are two distinct 110w groups. Part ca\'ities ti 1-4 are categorized as the "inner"
ca\ities since they arc physically closer to the sprue, while part ca\itics ti5-8 arc
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classified as the "outer" cavities. By short shooting the mold, it has been recorded that the
inner cavities fill faster compared to the outer cavities.
Many part defects can be attributed to this flow imbalance. Cavities that fill first are
typically heavier than the remaining parts due to uneven packing pressure and duration,
potentially sticking in the mold and causing damage. Uneven cavity filling leads to an
imbalance in the packing stage where cavities experience different pressure values as
well as packing duration. Other abnormalities such as flash. sink and short shots can arise
from uneven cavity filling. [3] Dimensional variations between cavities also result due to
uneven shrink rates and part weights.
2.2 VARIOUS DIAGNOSIS FOR FILL IMBALANCE
As indicated in chapter I. the objective of this paper is to explore specific details
related to John Beaumont and Beaumont Technologies Inc's theory of shear induced fill
imbalance in geometrically balanced runner molds. Prior to detailing Beaumont's theory.
this section will first discuss other various theories and ideas that have been presented by
the injection molding industry in order to provide readers with a more complete
background of this phenomenon.
2.2.1 Sharp Square Corners Cause Localized High Shearing
The comentional design of the intersection. where the primary runner branches
into the secondary runner. is a straightforward "T" intersection with square comers as
illustrated in Figure 2-2. \\·hen the fast melt front splits at the junction. a localized high
shear occurs at each comer. causlIlg the melt 110\\ to continue to tum in the same
I ~
direction. As the initial flow front makes a left, it will continue to make another left when
reaching the 2nd junction, causing the inner cavities to fill first. [4] Once back pressure
builds within the inner cavities, the melt begins to flow into the outer cavities.
In order to reduce the high concentration of shearing at comers of the intersection,
it was proposed that the tum to enter the secondary and tertiary runner be a gradual tum
following a path of an arc. The proposed runner design is illustrated in Figure 2-3 .
Figure 2-3: Proposed Design - Runner with Rounded Corners 141
Following the proposal of the hypothesis and design. experiments with molds
haying rounded comers were tested to see if impro\emcnts in fill imbalance could be
obsened. Results illustrated in Figurcs ~-4 indicates the fill chawcteristics did not
impro\e with the intcrscctions rounded off. Although square comers may create localized
shear imbalances. results indicate that magnitude of im!'act to the problem is negligible.
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Non-the-Iess valuable clues were extracted from this particular experiment to better
understand the nature of fill imbalances in naturally balanced runner systems.
Figure 2-4: Results with Rounded Runner Intersections 151
2.2.2 Mold Temperature Gradient
While the hot polymer melt flows through the runner system and enters the part
cavity. it is continually losing heat to the cold metal mold. The material in contact with
the mold loses heat at rates proportional to the temperature difference between the melt
and the mold. With the hot injection nozzle continually in contact \\'ith mold at the sprue
location. as well as the continually injection of new hot material through the sprue. it is
expected then that the mold's temperature gradient will have the highest value at the
sprue and decrease with radial distance. A hypothesis based on this principal was
developed to explain fill imbalances.
If the mold temperature towards the center is hotter than the location of the
cavities. then total heat transfer between melt and mold would be highest at the outer
locations, Thereby the mclt flowing towards the inner cavities \\ould bctter retain their
1~
temperatures and have a lower viscosity value allowing it to better flow into the inner
cavities.
If mold temperature gradient were to be the cause of the fill imbalance then it is
expected that the first shot would have the most balanced fill characteristic and as the
cycle is repeated, the fill profile would become imbalanced. Results from this
experiment, as well as those conducted by other members in the industry, shows that fill
characteristic does not change and maintains consistency throughout the shot cycles.
Non-the-Iess it is this paper's recommendation that maintaining consistent temperature
gradient on the mold is an important practice towards developing consistency in parts,
2.3 CURRENT DIAGNOSIS OF FILL IMBALANCE
Now that other hypotheses have been discussed. this section will specifically
focus on the theory of shear induced fill imbalance. As mentioned during the
introduction. the objective of this thesis is to create. test. and yield experimental results
that if appropriate. buttress the theory developed by John P. Beaumont in 1997. This
section \\'ill di\'C into the theory of shear induced fill imbalance by first discussing
established theories that constitute it. and then explain how the theories interact \\'ith one
another to cause flow imbalance in a naturally balanced runner system. Furthermore this
section will visit previous experiments conducted by Beaumont and his research team.
and discuss the implications of their results.
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2.3.1 Component Theories to Shear Induced Fill Imbalance
There are several main principals that serve as foundations for the theory of shear
induced fill imbalance. It is important to discuss then the boundary condition of no-slip at
a wall, which establishes the velocity profile across the polymer melt flow. Following
this, a relationship between a polymer's viscosity and the shear rate will be established to
help readers grasp the concept of shear thinning. Finally the concept of viscous heating
will be discussed.
2.3.1.1 No Slip Condition at the Wall and Resultant Velocity Profile
......
A polymer melt is a viscous fluid with capabilities to flow and change shape due
to its inability to support shear stresses. Using the typical assumption of a no-slip
condition at the walls. when a viscous fluid flows over a solid surface there is no relative
motion between the fluid and the surface. As a result. strong velocity gradients develop in
the region near the surface. This region. called the boundary layer. has vclocity gradients
large enough to produce significant viscous strcsscs and shear rates. The rcgion outsidc of
the boundary laycr is callcd the frecstream whcrc there are ncithcr significant vclocity
gradients nor any significant viscous stresses. The resultant !low prolik is classified as a
Poiseuillc flow. illustrated as Figurcs 2-5. it sho\\'s the vclocity is fastcst at thc centcr and
dccays to zcro in a parabolic manner.
17
Figures 2-5: Fountain Flow of Polymer Traveling Through a Circular Runner 161
An important factor to injection molding processes and polymers. the rate of shear
strain. more commonly referred to as shear rate. is a function of the velocity gradient of
the melt flow.
As illustrates. the shear rate increases if the change in velocity increases with radial
( 2-3)
location. Having established the steady state velocity profile. it is then apparent that the
shear rate profile across the runner cross-section is as sho\\'n in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6: Shcar Rate Profile in Circular Channel
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2.3.1.2 Viscosit)' Relative to Temperature
Simply stated, viscosity is associated with the ability of a fluid to flow freely. As
the viscosity decreases. it increases the polymers' ability to flow faster and fill smaller
cavities with finer features. In common industrial terms, the polymer has become thinner.
This section will focus on the one of the two most significant factors affecting viscosity:
temperature. Section 2.3.1.3 will discuss viscosity relative to applied shear rates.
A volume of polymer at room temperature consists of tightly knitted and inter-
twined molecular strands that can be uncrossed into a viscous liquid at sufficiently high
temperatures. This transition from a hard solid to the liquid is not sharp: there is an
intermediate rubbery stage in which the material begins to behave like a rubbery
elastomer after the glass transition temperature. Te• has been reached. Above the glass
transition temperature. the polymer backbone flexes to create room for recoverable
defon11ation. For ease of flow. a polymer molecule must have enough then11al energy to
make it mobile or able to get away from its neighbors. and in addition. there must be
enough space around it allow for it to mo\'C past other polymer molecules. The
magnitude of viscosity is then dependant on the availability of free \'olume which is zero
at 0 K and increases with rise in temperature [7]. It is apparent then that the viscosity will
decrease \\'ith increases in temperature.
EQ 2-4 is known as the \\'LF equation (named alter the founders Williams.
Lande!. and Ferry), t;sing the approximation that all polymer viscosities at their
Iq
corresponding Tg are 10 12 PA-sec, the equation IS applicable within the temperature
ranges ofTg ~ Tg + lOOK.
log TJu(T) = -17.44(T - T)!)
TJu (T)! ) 51.6 + (T - T)! )
( 2-4)
It is clear that temperature has a major impact on the viscosity. In order to
calculate viscosity at higher temperatures. it is appropriate to utilize the Arrhenius
equation.
'70 = K .exp(£ I RT) ( 2-5)
In this equation. K is representative of the constant characteristic of a polymer and
its molecular weight. E is the activation energy for the flow process. R is the universal
gas constant. and T is temperature in Kelvin. The equation indicates that temperature still
significantly impacts viscosity at temperatures above Tg + lOOK.
2.3.1.3 Viscosit)· Relatin to Applied Shear Rates
Polymers are well known for their non-Ne\\10nian shear-thinning beha\'ior where
their apparent \'iscosity decreases \\'ith increase of shear rate. This non-Ne\\10nian trait
ser\"Cs tremendous practical importance to the injection molding industry as it allows
increase in process-ability \\hen filling small channels and features. and also helps reduce
the required energy to operate large injection molding machines.
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The phenomenon of shear-thinning occurs because of the disentanglements of
polymer chains caused by high rates of shear. Application of high rates of deformation
causes individual molecules to better orient themselves so they can slide past each other
\\lith more ease, hence lowering the bulk viscosity as illustrated in Figure 2-7. The bulk
viscosity is really a factor of the material and composition of the polymer. With increase
in molecular \veight, number of branching chains, as well as the size and quantity of the
attached side groups, the bulk viscosity is known to increase.
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Figure 2-7: A Polymer Viscosity's Relationship to Shear Rates 18\
Se\'Cral equations have been developed to calculate viscosity relati\'e to shear
rates. Due to its non-Ne\\10nian characteristic. where \iscosity is relatively steady at low
shear rates. an accurate model utilizes multiple material dependant bctors that are
ditlicult to tind and deten11ine. There are several popular equations to model \iscosity
relative to shear rate. such as the power-law model. the Bird-Carreau-Yasuda model. and
~1
the modified Cross model which fits the whole range of strain rates. The modified Cross
model is shown by:
( 2-6)
where '70 is the viscosity at zero shear rate. 11 is the power law index. and (J' is the shear
stress at the transition between Newtonian and non-Ne\\10nian behavior. In order to
properly use accurate models such as EQ 2-6, measurements using rheometers must be
performed to properly capture the values of transition shear stress and power law index.
2.3.1 A Viscous Energy Dissipation
Polymers are viscous fluids and as they flow over a surface. the velocity at the
solid surface interface is zero due to the no-slip condition. (Please refer back to 2.3.1.1 ).
'-laving a general understanding of viscous fluids and a visualization of the velocity
profile. then it is easily understood that the frictional forces exerted by the steady surface
onto the fluid causes the relative \'elocity to be zero at the interface. These frictional
stresses also cause \'iscous energy dissipation (VED) in the fluid. which appears as
mechanical heat. The quantity of heat generated through friction is proportional to the
polymer viscosity (77). and the square of the shear rate ()' ). as shown:
.,.,
( 2-7)
Now recalling that shear rate is highest at the wall and zero at the core of the flow.
the viscous heating effect at the walls could have a significant impact on the material
temperature within the outer flow layer. possibly causing the viscosity to drop even
further.
2.3.2 TheOl)' of Shear Induced Fill Imbalance
Now that well established principals of no-slip condition. viscosity characteristics
with respect to both temperature and shear rates. and viscous heating effects have been
explained. this section can proceed to explaining the theory of shear induced Ii II
imbalance. The theory of shear induced till imbalance. tirst publishcd in 1997 by John
Bcaumont [1]. is an amalgamation of all thc principals cited in the previous scction.
With thc fully dcvclopcd laminar velocity protile of a melt travcling through a
circular runner bcing of parabolic shape. the resultant shear ratc profile with respect to
radial coordinates will bc as follows in Figure 2-8
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Figure 2-8: Shear Rate Profile Across :1 Circular Runner 111
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As a function of shear rate, the viscosity within the boundary layer will then be
significantly lower than that of the core. An additional reduction of viscosity will also
occur if the viscous heating overcomes the heat loss effects to the cool mold wall, which
would cause temperatures to rise at the boundary. The resultant combination of both the
shear rate and temperature gradient across the melt flow causes the viscosity to change
relative to the radial distance from the core. In this case, the viscosity would be
significantly higher in the core region than within the outer boundary layer.
During the development of the theolJ' it was observed that fill imbalance occurs in
naturally balanced molds when the quantity of cavities exceeds 4. For molds with only I.
2. or 4 cavities. illustrate below in Figure 2-9. fill imbalance does not occur.
____...I~..._---
No Runner Branch
Single RUDDCf Branch
Single Runner Brancb
Figure 2-9: Naturall~' Balanced l\lolds with less than 8 Cavities
From this obscrvation that fill imbalance is related to thc numbcr of Glvities. and morc
importantly to the number of branchcs in the runncr systcm. :\s thc mclt tra\'cls down thc
primary runner. the mclt·s viscosity ,,-ill maintain a symmctrical pratik. and whcn it
reaches the first junction the temperature, viscosity, and temperature distribution will
become non-symmetrical from side to side [I]. This is illustrated in Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-10: Initial Separation of Melt Laminates III
The change in direction causes the highly sheared and hotter polymer that was originally
at the boundary along the perimeter to now flow along the len wall of the secondary
runner illustrated in Figure 2-10. while the cool and thicker core ends up !lowing along
the wall on the right side. Figure 2-11 illustrates the imbalance of \'iscosity and
temperature profile as the melt splits into the secondary runner.
Figure 2-11: Imbalance of Viscosity / Temperature Profile 191
Now as the radially asymmetrical melt reaches the tertiary runner junction. the cooler
core is directed towards the runner entrance closer to it: the runner that leads to the outer
cavities. Meanwhile the less viscous melt will be directed towards the inner cavities.
With injection pressure evenly applied to both the inner and outer cavity-directions. the
inner cavity fills at a faster rate as the material directed towards it is thinner. allowing it
to now through the thin channel more easily. While the inner cavities are filling. melt
110ws into the outer cavities at a slower velocity until back pressure builds up in the inner
cavities. Figure 2-12 illustrates the complete representation of this theory.
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Figure 2-12: Second Separation of Melt Laminates 111
2.3.3 Supporting Previous Research
Much experimentation has been conducted by Beaumont and his colleagues at
BTl Corporation to better defend and provide corroborating results to their theory. Their
research focused on various processing conditions as well as geometric dimensions that
affect fill imbalances. Studies also include those that investigated the component theories
such as temperature invariance and their corresponding relationship to certain processing
conditions. This section will summarize this pre\'ious work and discuss the implications
of their results to the theory of shear induced fill imbalance.
2.3.3.1 Fill Imbalance \'S Injection ,"clod!)'
According to Beaumont's theory. fill imbal:lIlce occurs due to the development
of distinct \iscosity boundary layers that result from differences in both :.lpplied shear
r:.ltes :.lnd temperature. \\-ith respect tl) the fundamental principals. increasing shear rate
"\"7
_,
will thin a melt and also increase temperature due viscous heating effects, which in tum
further decreases viscosity. Thereby it is anticipated that increasing velocity, which
increases shear rate gradient across the flow, would further exacerbate the fill volume
differences between the inner and outer cavities.
Experimentation began in 1997 with initial results showing that indeed fill
imbalance was occurring and was strongly related to injection velocity [1]. By observing
results with LOPE and PP, it was clear that an increase in injection velocity increased the
fill imbalance percentage, with the most severe case being -64% fill difference. In 2001.
Reifschneider [10] conducted a similar test using PA66 and PP with results illustrated in
Figure 2-13. The results corroborate with the theory that fill imbalance is strongly related
to injection velocity.
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Figure 2-13: Fill Imbalance with respect to Injection Rate using PA-66 1101
Although results of Figure 2-13 corroborate well with the theory that increase of
injection velocity would further decrease the outer perimeter's viscosity, other test results
showed that in some materials' case, fill imbalance decreases with increase in injection
velocity [1]. These results imply that materials strongly affect the fill imbalance
characteristics and are shown in Figure 2-19.
2.3.3.2 Temperature Increases within Runner System
In 2003, Cleveland conducted an experiment to quantify actual melt temperature
increases due to accumulated viscous heating effects while it shoots through the runner
system [II]. The method chosen was straightforward: a mold. proportionally similar to
the runner system. was purged with melt at controlled process settings. The purge \\'as
collected into an isothermal container. and its tcmperaturc was measured usmg a
thermocouple. This experiment also studied temperaturc changes due to pressure
mcreases.
( 2-8)
Equation (2-8). shown abo\'(~. indicates that an increase in pressure. tiP . would
increase temperature. tiT. given the constant. C" and dcnsity. p. are constant. It is
prudent then to consider the effects of pressure when quantit\ing temperature increases.
Tests results have indicated that pressure t:1ctors into increases in melt temperature. I\10re
importantly the o\'Crall bulk temperature rise to shear heating was considerably high. The
results for ASS and PP are shown in Figure ~-14.
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Figure 2-14: Temperature Increases due to Shear Rates and Pressure \11\
Of course the data would be more convincing if an array of tiny themlocouplcs
had been somehow incorporated into a test mold. but due to thc complcxity of both thc
Ouid dynamics and themlOdynamics. no experiment has evcr been successfully
conducted 111 such a fashion. Nonc-the-less Clcveland's study utilized an appropriatc
method as it proved that bulk temperature could II1crease whilc traveling from the
injcction nozzle to the part cavity.
2.3.3.3 Material Strength Difference
Polymers consist of chains that are inter-twined with each other. and at high
enough temperatures and shear rates. the chains can slide past each other and orient
themselves according to the direction of shear and elongation. Re-orientating and
stretching of polymer chains results in property variations. which can be tested and
obser\'Cd using standard tests [8]. By the theory of shear induced fill imbalance. the inner
~O
cavities experience far greater shear rates than the outer cavities. It can be expected then
that parts ejected from the inner cavities will differ in test results compared to the outer
cavities. Richard Bishop [2] tested material property strength of glass-filled nylon 6/6
using a dart impact test (Dynatup 8250). Parts ,.."ere created with the standard 8-cavity
mold, previously illustrated in Figure 2-2.
The dart impact test method consists of a standardized weight dropped from a
certain height perpendicularly straight above the thin specimen [8]. Using the standard
equation that calculates potential energy, this test method can be used to observe
differences in impact strength between the inner and outer parts made in a geometrically
balanced runner mold.
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Figure 2-15: Dart Impact Test Result Comparison 141
The test results of Figure 2-15 illustrates that inner cayity parts were able to
withst:md more impact load in comparison to the outer cayities. It is important to note
that this docs not indicate an oycmll strength increase or decrease. but instead a ductile
~1
strength variation 111 a single direction. It indicates that material property strength
variation of around 50% will occur between the inner and outer cavities when molded
using the standard geometrically symmetrical mold. Given the current trend for higher
quality control, this research experiment proved there to be a need for additional research
in the area of multi-cavity molds in order to produce parts that are homogenous. both
from a visual perspective and a mechanical performance perspective.
2.3.3.4 Computer Simulation Programs
Injection molding simulation programs such as MoldFlow have added fuel to the
confusion of trying to properly understand the phenomenon of fill imbalance. The actual
program designated for the runner has been over-simplified. modeling it as an array of 1-
dimensional nodes that calculates a single value for temperature and pressure. These
values are at the center of the runner channel and calculated using the standard equations
cited earlier. The runner system modeled in MoldFlow thereby lacks the detailed
programming necessary to model temperature. viscosity. and velocity profiles across the
melt now while traveling through the runner system. As the melt splits into the secondary
and tertiary runner. temperature. pressure. and YClocity is evenly directed in both
directions. causing actual simulations to show even till patterns in the standard 8-cavity
mold as shown in Figure 2-16.
Figure 2-16: MoldFlow Simulation Using Standard 2.50 Mid-Plane Nodes (9(
What truly occurs within the runner system is indeed very complex and difficult
to simulate and model. The extreme shear rates changes temperature and viscosity which
are also functions of time and location (radially and length wise). Additionally heat
transfer effects between the cool mold walls and the melt affect melt conditions. These
factors. as well as the complex nature of fountain flow, make successful simulation of the
flow front at the local intersection more than difficult. None-the-Iess. Beaumont and
Hayllet has. with some success. modeled the runner system using a 3D extrusion based
software package to show the shear effects within the runner 112].
Using Altair Engineering's HyperExtrude. a 3D extrusion software. the runner
model was meshed with a standard meshing program called Altair Engineering's
Hyperi\tesh. The compilation of the two systems led to simulation results which
illustrated the theory of shear induced fill imbalance. Figures 2-17 (a) and (b) sho\\ the
melt \\'ith higher temperature enters the inner ca\ity at a higher bulk \"Clocity compared to
the outer ca\'ities.
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Figures 2-17 (a) & (b): Shear Induced Fill Imbalance using Extrusion Software \121
Although the simulation succeeded in simulating the theory of shear induced fill
imbalance. the results are not accurate with comparison to actual test results. Figure 2-18
shows that the simulated fill imbalance becomes worse with increase in now rate. while
actual tests show the problem being improved. lt has been concluded that the
discrepancies occurred because the program had not been optimized for conductive heat
losses.[9] Regardless of the accuracy. the program succeeded in simulating fill imbalance
in geometrically balanced molds.
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Figure 2-18: Simulation vs Actual Results (12(
2.3.3.5 Material Dependence
From the moment the theory of shear induced fill imbalance was developed. it
was known that the fill behaviors were heavily dependant on the scI ected material.
Repetition of the standard test procedure with different polymers yielded results that were
considerably different from one another. Overlaying charts that graphed till imbalance
with-respect-to injection rate showed. in some cases. totally different relationship a
specific polymer has to fill imbalance and injection rate. In other cases. reverse fill
imbalances occurred where the outer cavities fill faster than the inner cavities. These
results. shown in Figure 2- 19. accentuated the need to investigate the various rheological
properties of polymers in order to better understand the key properties that distinguish the
fill imbalance characteristics between polymers.
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Figure 2-19: Fill Imbalance Dependence to Polymer Material III
It has been hypothesized that differences in flow imbalance may be attributed to
the melt-viscosity's sensitivity towards temperature changes. This sensitivity can be
quantified using equations and is more fom1ally known as the temperature sensitivity
factor. Tb. which can be calculated using the modi fied WL F equation.
l' = :/1 (:/, + /)1 )T'
, 1:1: + (1' - D, l]' ( 2-9)
In this equation. T is the processing temperature. :\1 and :\~ are WLF shift 1:1ctors. D1 is
the \iscosit)' scale factor. and D~ is the glass tT3nsition tempemture at zero gauge
pressure. If the constituent E1Ctors arc not readily available. then Tb can be detcnnincd by
evaluating the tangent on the natural log of viscosity versus the inverse of temperature at
the process temperature [10], The temperature sensitivity parameter is then used to
calculate viscosity using the Arrhenius equation:
ry(T) = A exp( ~ ) ( 2-10)
By observation it is evident that the viscosity of a material with a larger Tb(units or
Kelvin), would be much more sensitive to temperature changes when compared to a
material with a lower Tb, With identical shear proccssing. an educated assumption would
be that thc more temperature scnsitivc material would have the higher till imbalance
value, Actual test results do parallel this correlation as shown in Figure 2-20,
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Additional to the temperature sensitivity parameter, Tb, the viscosity constant has
also been hypothesized to be a key material property that has correlations to fill
imbalance. The power law model, another variation to calculating viscosity:
IJ
'7 = A *(~) *exp(C * T) ( 2-11)
consists of the viscosity constant A. shear constant B. and temperature constant C. The
viscosity constant signifies the initial magnitude of the viscosity at zero shear rate.
thereby a large value will allow larger viscosity tluctuation to occur between the inner
and outer boundary layers. A research project tested 5 polymers using the standard 8-
cavity mold with an adjustable heater band on the injection nozzle head and measured
side-to-side till imbalance. The results illustrated in Figure 2-21 indicate that indeed both
the temperature constant and viscosity constant variations do appear to correlated with
the observed side-to-side till imbalances.
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Figure 2-21: Side-to-Side Fill Imbalance Correlates with Viscosity Constant 1131
2.3.3.6 Other Significant Discoveries
During a study unrclated to thosc of Beaumont. Salamon at Dow Chemical
Corporation [14] also made a connection bctwccn shcar heating and fill imbalanccs. In
this particular casc though. thc mold consistcd of only a single widc and nat cavity with a
gatc fanncd across thc cntrancc. Unlike thc CAD simulation which showcd a unifom1
parabolic now front. actual tcst rcsults showcd a dcvclopment of a sccondary now at thc
sidcs ofthc cavity that outpaccd thc bulk now rate.
Salamon thcorized that excessive shear heating and thinning effects that occur in
thc runncr lcads to the dcvclopmcnt of a mclt profilc that consists of a low viscosity and
hottcr material on thc outcr perimeter. Once at the gates. thc melt stream expands in thc
plane of ca"ity and thc lower viscous material is conccntrated at the sidcs of the part
creating a "secondary" !low. Duc to its lowcr viscosity. the secondary !low can !low
more readily. allowing it to advance at a faster pace than the central !low.
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Figurc 2-22: Shcaring in Runncr Causcs Dcvclopmcnt of Sccondary Flow \14\
The two research studies cross paths again as Salamon describes the ability to
control secondary now by manipulating the concentricity of the cool core with respect to
runner. By utilizing valves located along the runner. the path of the melt could be slightly
detoured creating a visco-elastic effect on the melt profile that shifts the core location.
ultimately changing the fill pattern in the part cavity.
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Figurc 2-23: Effect of Runner Gcomctry Changes on ;\ lelt Domains 114\
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Figure 2-24: The Effect of Valve Position. I-Full Pass 2-Rotated Counter Clockwise
3-Rotated Clockwise 4-Counter-Rotated [14J
What is important with Salamon's results is that it proves the existence of a
localized high sheared material on the perimeter of the melt stream, which flows into the
cavity at a faster rate than cooler core. Additionally the discovery of controlling the
cross-sectional flow profile through changes to the runner geometry parallels Beaumont" s
patented technology which balances fill patterns in multi-cavity molds.
2.4 CURRENT SOLUTION -THE MELT FLIPPER
Salamon's theory that a melt's core can be shifted based on runner geometry
parallels Beaumont's shear induced fill imbalance theory. According to Beaumont, the
cooler core is thrust towards the outer walls when intersecting the secondary runner while
the outer material clings to the inner walls (Refer to Figure 2-11). Shifting of the melt
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core causes uneven flow rates between the inner and outer cavities when the secondary
runner splits to become the tertiary runner.
If geometry of the runner system were to be the cause of viscosity profile shift,
which according to both Beaumont and Salamon is the case, then the runner could be
geometrically altered to re-balance the melt. John Beaumont has developed the design
and has patented it as the MeltFlipper™.
2.4.1 Design of the MeItFlipperH1
The purpose of MeltFlippern..1 is to rotate the orientation of the melt profile by
altering the geometry of the runner intersections. Considering the intersections are the
cause to losing axial symmetry, the MeltFlipperlM design is installed at selected
intersections. The patent operates by machining deeper and shallower runners on both the
A and B plate at the particular points. This causes the melt to travel through additional
bends, ultimately readjusting the location of the cool core with respect to only the vertical
axis. After flowing through the primary-to-secondary MeltFlipper1r-..,. the melt prolile
maintains symmetry about the vertical axis. allowing equal amount of both high and low
viscous materials to flow into the inner and outer cavities. Please refer to the illustrated
models of Figure 2-25.
2.4.2
Figure 2-25: Design of the MeltFlipperT!\I
T\\Results with the MeltFlipper .
Rcsults using the mclt rotation technology havc been very promising. with most
cases having perfect fill balance occurring betwcen the inner and outer cavities. In some
cases the fill may not be 100% balanced. yet comparison to results without the
technology indicatcs that this technology is a major step towards perfection for the
industry as a whole.
Figure 2-26: Results with l\leItFlipperl'\ Technology
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE'
Figu,'c 2-25: Dcsign of the MeltFlipperl\l
2A.2 Rcsults with thc McltFlipperT\1
Results using the melt rotation technology have been very promising. \\ith most
cases having perfect fill balance occurring between the inner and outer cmities. In some
cases the jill may not be 100% balanced. yet comparison to results \\ithout the
technology indicates that this technology is a major step to\\ards perfection for the
industn as a \\hole.
Figure 2-26: Results with MeltFlipperT :\' Technology
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Figure 2-27: Comparison of Fill Imbalance with and without McitFlippcrH1 111
2.5 NEED FOR FURTHER SCIENTIFIC CLARIFICATION
Indeed the MeltFlipper proves to be a viable countermeasure to fill imbalance
problems. yet there are still so many unknowns that surround the dynamics within the
runner system that further scientific investigation into this matter is necessary. So far
numerous relationships have been established between fill imbalance and various
processing conditions yet as Figure 2-27 illustrates. perfect fill balance has yet to bc
achic\'cd undcr all processcd conditions. Thc current rescarch project aimcd to dcvclop
furthcr rclationships and charactcristics of fill imbalancc. hoping to contributc towards
thc drort of rcvcaling thc cntire scopc of thc phcnomcnon.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL TOOLING DEVELOPMENT
With the prevIOus chapter detailing the background of fill imbalance and the
relationships with processing conditions and material properties, Chapter 3 will present
the design and manufacture of a test mold that would yield results to establish a novel
relationship. Chapter 3 begins by further clarifying the purpose of the experimentation
and what it is required in the design of an experimental mold. With the objectives for the
test mold stated, the chapter will detail the specific nature of the resultant mold design.
Finally the fabrication methods and procedures \vill be presented in step-by-step fashion
with the resulting parts pictured at the end.
3.1 PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENTATION
The purpose of the experiment conducted during the present investigation was to
establish a novel relationship between molding parameters to fill imbalance. For this
project. the focus was on the primary runner where volumetric flow rates are at their
highest. If the runner diameter is homogenous throughout the system. then the \'olumetric
flow rate will be hah'ed after each intersection. thereby in the standard 8 cavity mold. the
flow rate going to each individual cavity would be 1/4 th of the original now rate through
each primary runner. and 1/8 th of the total flow rate. Directly related to the shear rate. the
high \olumetric flow rate in the primary runner causes the development of the localized
\iscosit)' gradient.
The pwject focuses on the primary runner in order to understand how it affects
the till imbalance characteristics. more specifically how the length would affect it. If
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VISCOUS heating effects truly cause temperature imbalances, then increasing exposure
duration through length adjustments would show a difference in fill characteristics.
Additional to just observing a relationship, this experiment hopes to better understand the
balance between shear thinning and shear heating. The industry has not quite agreed on
the relative magnitude each factor has towards total fill imbalance. Some say the
magnitude of the shear thinning alone creates the problem, while others state that
temperature changes are the bulk cause. By controlling only the length of the primary
runner, the shear rates would remain constant while the viscous heating duration is
changed. helping to segregate the 2 closely related effects. The results would be able to
chart the relationship and help industry better understand the effects of the primary
runner. Results would also serve to answer questions from the industry such as, "if the
primary runner was infinitely long, will there still be fill imbalances?"'
3.2 ELEMENTS OF THE DESIGN
With the purpose of the experimentation stated. this section will continue by
discussing how the objective and numerous criteria finalized the design of the mold.
There are several restrictive criteria to developing the mold such as cost. ergonomics. etc.
Each \\'ill be separately listed and discussed.
3.2.1 Criteria - General
First and foremost the purpose of this project was to follow Beaumont's past and
current research work. and in order to maintain consistency the general design chosen is
similar. The chosen geometry was the standard S-c~l\'ity mold with the naturally balanced
runner system which has the "II" pattem intersections. Gates connecting the tertiary
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runner to the part cavity were designed to be standard fan gates used in previous tests,
and the runner diameter was designed to be consistent throughout the system. With an
intended use of measuring intra-cavity fill imbalances, the part cavity was designed to be
U-shaped. Based on these general criteria, the base design selected was as shown in
Figure 3-1.
_.ll__
Figure 3-1: Base Design of Multi-Cavity Mold
Although the objective of the experiment has been cited several times thoughout
this thesis. it is still important to rcview this again as it is thc heart of the design. The
mold had to bc designed so that one could adjust the Icngth of the two primary runners
whi Ie assuring that they remained equal to one anothcr. This is important as unevcn
Icngths would change the volumetric now rate going to cach side of the ca\·ity. in cffect
\oiding the credibility of the data.
In order to assure the validity of the resulting data. proper cooling lincs wcre
incorpoT3tcd into the mold. in order to maintain an e\en temperature distribution
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throughout the mold. Due to size of the chosen mold, which will be discussed later, the
machining of the cooling channel holes were outsourced to a separate machine job shop.
3.2.2 Criteria - Mold Size and Other Tools
It would be nice to be able to conduct the investigation with a mold of colossal
size on an injection molding machine that could operate such a large unit, as this would
have allowed greater flexibility in the choice of runner lengths. Realistically speaking
though, such an effort was cost prohibitive. Instead, a mold base of reasonable size
readily carried by manufacturers was chosen. The mold base was manufactured by
D-M-E and has an overall dimension of 9-7/8" x 20". The mold's overall length to width
ratio enabled the study of runner lengths that were considered to be abnormally long. The
blank mold's schematic is shown in Figure 3-2, and its complete drawings are cited in
Appendix A.
Figure 3-2: Standard DME A-Series 9-7/8" x 20" Mold Base
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Based on the overall geometry of the mold, 3 lengths were chosen for the adjustable
primary runner. For graphing purposes, the primary runner lengths were non-
dimensionalized by dividing length by runner diameter, resulting in units of length-over-
diameter ratio (LID). The final dimensions are presented in Table 3-1.
Runner Setup Lenqth (inches) UD Ratio
- Short 1.625 13
- Medium 3.250 26
- Lonq 4.875 39
Table 3-1: Variable Lengths of Primary Runner
3.2.3 Criteria - Geometric Tolerances
Given the overall objective guidelines, it was obviously imperative that the mold
be completely symmetrical about the sprue. This would guarantee the mold to be as
geometrically balanced as possible. With this in mind. all dimensions including nominal
and non-crucial dimensions were given tolerances of +/- 0.001"'. Such tight tolerances
required the usage of a CNC milling machine. and in this case a properly calibrated 3-
axis HAAS VF-2 vertical machining center was used. The milling unit's immense
capability allowed for the confinnation of quality. by subsequently operating the machine
as a Ci\1M machine. An image of the utilized machine is shown in Figure 3-3.
Figure 3-3: HAAS CNC Milling Machine
3.2.4 Criteria - Ergonomics and Ease of Manufacturing
When making design considerations, it was important to consider that actual
people are going to be interfacing with the product. Physical operations such as
assembling, lifting, and turning, should incorporate ergonomic elements so work can be
conducted in safety and with ease. Accordingly, several ergonomic and safety factors
were implemented into the design and will be discussed in detail in the next section,
which discusses the final design.
Seeking to further improve the design for ease of manufacturing, created
opportunities to save both time and money. With restrictive geometries, such as small
radii at the corners of cavities, it requires the usage of a small diameter end mill, which
costs more and requires a operation at lower machining speeds so the tool doesn't "'.ULl.J.--....
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This becomes a burden as considerable time is wasted in order to finish a single corner.
By increasing the radius, it negates the requirement of a small end mill, which in tum
saves money and time, thereby the usage of small radii was kept to a minimum.
Additional considerations also taken into account will be discussed in the next section.
3.3 THE FINAL DESIGN
With the criteria set, the final design allows users to alter the primary runner
length to the three settings of short, medium and long. This is accomplished by inter-
changing appropriate inserts which in turn creates a new runner configuration. The design
incorporates all of the criteria listed earlier. Considering the quantity of parts and
assemblies, this section will separately discuss the B-plate assembly. A-plate assembly.
and the guide / ejector plate.
3.3.1 The B-Plate and its Inserts
The B-plate is the heart and soul of the test mold. It houses all the important
interchangeable inserts that create the runner configurations. There are t\VO main inserts
that assemble into the B-plate. the multi part-cavity inserts. and the runner bar. First and
foremost this discussion will begin with the actual B-plate itself. It comprises of a single
cavity with a large footprint machined into it. The ejector pin system that is machined
into the plate is able to eject parts regardless of the configuration within the plate ca\ity.
thereby the B-plate has a total of 7'2 holes machined into it. as shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: B-Plate Design
As mentioned in the earlier section, ease of manufacturing and ergonomics have
been incorporated into the every part and especially the B-plate. With 72 holes to drill
through a 2" slab of 1030 steel. making all the holes with only 1/8" drills would take a
very long time as manufacturing speeds are slow. At the same time the maximum
allowable drill depth for an 1/8"drill is less than 2". requiring duplication of the slow
drilling pass on the other side. In order to boost productivity the holes consist of two
diameters. the back side is a 1/4" diameter. which allows drilling with a generous
operating speed compared to the liS" drill. Guiding chamfers at the hole entrance were
incorporated to improve assemble-ability while trying to align 7'2 ejector pins. Figure 3-5
details the cross-sectional \'iew of a local configuration.
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Figure 3-5: Incorporation of Ease of Manufacturing (B-Plate)
The part cavities and individual fan gates were machined into inserts separate from
the other tooling components. Four cavities were machined into each insert. and two pairs
of cavity insert variants were manufactured. Each insert has two threaded holes through
which small machine screws can be used to clamp down the part to the B-plate. The
threading of the holes served the dual purpose of enabling jack screws for lifting the
inserts out during disassembly. Counter-sinks were also included on the back side so
ejector pins could be better guided into the holes. A resultant cavity insert pair is shown
in Figures 3-6.
Figures 3-6: 4-Ca\'it)· Runner Bars
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With the cavity bars lining the sides of the B-plate, a runner bar with the corresponding
LID ratio can be inserted between. The insert that houses the runner configuration is
called the runner bar and has cavities machined at both primary-to-secondary intersection
locations. These cavities are intended to house inserts which could incorporate the melt
rotation technology, but for this particular study. the MeltFlipper was never used.
Figures 3-7: Medium Runner Bar & Runner Intersection Insert
As Figures 3-7 illustrates. two runner intersection inserts are fitted into the runner bar
cavity. The entire runner bar sub-assembly can then be inserted in between the array of
part cavities. finalizing the assembly of the B-Plate. With regards to ergonomics. all the
holes were counter-sunk to better guide the pins into the holes. Additionally. the corners
of the runner bars were rounded so assembly would not require tight fitting of sharp
corners. The three final config.urations of the B-plate assembly are showll in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8: Configuration of B-Plate Assembly. (a) Short. (b) :\Iedium. (c) Long
3.3.2 The A-Plate and its Inserts
The A-plate is the part that interfaces with the B-plate assembly. By hydraulically
compressing the two plates together, it assures that the melt injected through the sprue
hole, which is centrally located on the A-plate, does not leak and flash from its intended
course of travel. In some cases though, partial runner paths are machined onto the A-plate
surface as the joining of the two machined surfaces creates an intended geometric shape,
in most cases a perfect circular runner profile. Due to the complexity of the mold, the
chosen runner for the current study was parabolic in shape and houses a full 1/8"
diameter circle within it as shown in Figure 3-9.
Figure 3-9: Runner Shape and Dimensions
The parabolic shape eliminates the need to machine runner paths onto the A-plate. \\hich
simplifies disassembly and assembly procedures during testing.
As mentioned before. there are future intentions of applying melt rotation
technology into this mold. Thereby. the A-plate needed to haye the ability to house
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inserts that complete the technology. Compared to the B-Plate, the A-Plate was relatively
simple, as it consists of a single long cavity where an insert retainer plate can be fitted
into. At both ends of the cavity, there are threaded holes to help hold the retainer bar into
place. Prefabricated into the plate is a circular hole, centrally located on the plate, for a
sprue bushing. Thus. the resulted A-plate is shown as Figure 3-10.
Figure 3-10: A-Plate
Within the cavity. a retainer called the A-half retainer plate can be fitted. The A-half
retainer plate has cavities and slots placed according to the location of the primary-to-
secondary intersections. which wi \I be filled with six blank inserts. as shown in Figure
3-11
':;7
- ,
Figure 3-11: A-Half Retainer Plate & Blank Insert
When all the parts are assembled together, the A-plate becomes a solid flat surface with a
hole in the middle for the sprue bushing as shown in Figure 3-12.
Figure 3-12: Configuration of A-Half Platc after Asscmbly
3.3.3 Thc Support and Ejcctor Rctaincr Platcs
As the title itself explains. the purpose of the support plate is to support the 13-
plate and the ejector how~illg. These functions arc dOlle through the standard pre-
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fabricated features, and do not require any additional manufacturing. In order for the
ejector pins to be properly installed through both the support and ejector retainer plates,
holes with appropriated dimensions were machined through them. Much like the situation
with the B-plate, the holes of the support plate have 2 different dimensions for ease of
manufacturing. Additional chamfers were designed into the holes to enable ease of
assembly. The holes of the ejector retainer plate consisted of two diameters so that ejector
pins would be secured. These two plates are shown in Figures 3-13.
Figures 3-13: The Support and Ejector Retainer Plates
3A MANlJFACTURING OF THE MOLD
With the design of the experimental mold complete. the project mowd forward
into the fabrication process. The intention of this section is to layout the methodology
used to construct the experimental mold. and ultimately sene as a resource for future
research groups that may fahricate a similar mold. Prior to actual machining. preparations
such as purchasing of the raw material will he discussed. Additionally a list of utilized
tools and machineries will be itemized followed finally by a step-by-step description of
the machining procedure.
3.4.1 Preparation: Raw Material, Tools, and CNC Programming
Aside from ordering the standard mold base consisting, the raVo,' material for the
inserts and bars had to be purchased. To maintain consistency with the injection molding
industry, the chosen material was P20 steel, which is considerably harder to work with
compared to the 1040 steel mold due to its harder composition. The choice of working
with P20 steel not only made machining difficult. but it also limited the availability for
purchasing. Major vendors did not readily stock the material and would charge enormous
monetary ligures for the requested rough sizes. Through aggressive web searching a
small vendor called Express Steel was choscn for their alTordability 1151. In order to
save time and money. the stock material rcccived werc rough cuts, which wcre
immediately outsourced to a local machinc shop to bc prccision ground and millcd to thc
according size and tolerance.
Whcn taking into consideration both the parts' size and desired dimensional
accuracy, it became obvious that automated machining was a nccessity for successful
fabrication. The entire machining process was conducted on the 3-axis HAAS CNC
(computcr numerical control) milling machine, pictured in Figure 3-3. Thc machinc has
the ability to accomplish all thc dcsircd milling and drilling proccsses and can also
function as a C00rdinate mcasuring machine (CMf\l) to confinning fcaturc dimcnsions.
For the Ci\C milling machine an cntire cache of drill bits and end mills \\ere prcpared as
listed in Table -'-2.
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.tI Function Description Diameter Features Quantity
1 ;31 lD 01201" 6
2 129 ill 0 1360" 12
3 3116" lP 0.1875" 12
4 Drill Center I Spot lD 0250" 1
5 Reamer ill 01265" 3
6 318" • Chamfer lP 0.375" 1
7 1fT lD 0 500" 1
8 3131" ill 009375" 1
9 118" • Square lP 0 125" No Radius 4
10 lIfr . Tapered Ball lIi 0125" 200 Taper 4
11 End 114· . Square ill 0 250" No Radius 12
12 Mills liT· Square l!J 0500" No Radius ,
13 lIT . Square (Insert) lIi 0500" 0030" Radius 4
14 1fT . Square (Ins(-rt) $ 0500" No Radius 2
Table 3-2: List of Tools for CNC Machining
With the material and tools prepared. numerical codes for the operation were
generated using a computer assisted manufacturing (CAM) program called I-DEAS. The
machining was tirst simulated on the screen. and G-codes that command the CNC
machine were then generated in a text tile. For quality control purposes. each of the
major milling and drilling operations that constituted the entire operation were separated
and individually checked prior to manufacturing. With the codes prepared. a trial run
using wax blocks was conducted in order to reduce room for error in machining.
3.4.2 Machining: B-Plate and A-Plate
The two A and B-plates are very similar to one another as they both consist of a
square ca\'ity with holes for securing inserts as well as for ejector pins. thereby this
section will address them together. To assure that the runner would be 1OO~o
geometrically balanced about the sprue. all numerical travel distances \\ere called from
the center of each plate.
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In order to complete the holes, it was necessary to flip the B-plate. Each time the
plate is flipped, time is wasted as the plate needs to be recalibrated onto the table, and
thereby it is important to properly sequence the steps. First the larger holes on the back
were drilled, then the plate was flipped, re-calibrated, and the cavity was machined
followed by the drilling and reaming operation. When machining 72 holes at depths of up
to 10 times the diameter of the hole, the drill tips wear and have to be replaced, each time
requiring the need to recalibrate to the surface of the plate. To reduce the number of these
occurrences, spindle speed, feed rates, and pecking depths were chosen according to the
machinist's right hand rule. When machining the cavity, three Y2" end mill types were
used. each designated for a specific task. While the bulk is hogged out with a 0.030"
radius end mill. the finishing cuts on the bottom and sides wcre pcrformed with 1/2" end
mill with no radius. The sharp corners arc prone to wear. thereby exposure to additional
machining was limited. The resultant procedure for the A and B plates are listed below in
Table 3-3 and 3-4.
Process Feature Process Process Description Tool# Time# (mlns)
1 Back Drill Center Dull (/2 Locattons) 4 12
2 Drill Dnll coun1er bore ':l 69Holes ..J
3 Drill Chamfer on hole 6 15
4 Drill EnlarQe central hole diameter to 0.500" 7 1
5 Cavlly Mill Volume clear the bulk of the cavity 13 60
6 Mill Machine boltom surface of C3\olty 14 15
7 Profile Mill Machin£> SId£> walls of ca\o1ty 12 5
8 Front Dull Center 01111 (12 Locations) 4 12
9 Holes 01111 Drill holes 1 30
10 Ream Ream holes to 0.1265" diameter 5 18
Table 3-3: Fabrication Steps for B-Plate
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Process Feature Process Process Description Tool# Time# (mins)
, 1 Mill Volume clear the bulk of the caVIty 13 17
2 Cavity Mill Machme bollom surface of cavity 14 5
3 Profile Mill Machine side walls of cavity 12 5
4 Side Dnll Center Drill (2 Locations) 4 2
5 Holes Drill Drill secure holes 8 2
Table 3-4: Fabrication Steps for A-Plate
3.4.3 Machining: Support and Ejector Retainer Plates
The machining procedure for the support and ejector retainer plates were very
similar and quite simple compared to other parts as it only required repetitive hole
making processes. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 below list the steps and process times for both
plates.
Process Feature Process Process Description Tool# Time# (mills)
1 Drill Center Dlill (12) 4 12Back
01111 counter· bore (72) 3 692 Holes DIIII
3 Drill Chamier on hole (72) 6 15
4 Front 01111 Center 01111 (72) 4 12
5 Holes Drill Dnll throuqh·holes (72) 2 42
Table 3-5: Fabrication Steps for Support Plate
Process Feature Process Process Description Tool# TIme# (mlns)
1 Drill Center Drill (72) 4 12
2 Holes Drill Drill ThrouClh·Holes (72) '1 18..
3 Dnll Square Shoulder (72) 11 4
Tablc 3-6: Fabrication Steps for Ejector Retainer Plate
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3.4.4 Machining: A-Plate Insert Bar and Runner Bars
The two parts were designed to be similar to one another as both have
geometrically identical cavities and slots, as well as the same rounding on the outer
edges. The only major difference between the parts from a machinist's perspective was
the milling of the runner paths onto the runner bar as well as the additional drilling and
reaming for the ejector pin holes.
For the runner bars, after the central hole was made, the CNC's coordinate system
was recalibrated to the center of the hole. Once the slots and rough holes were complete
on the back. the bar was flipped over. recalibrated. and the cavities were machined. It is
important to remember that as material is removed from either surface. an imbalance of
stress and strain causes the bar to slightly bow: thereby it is crucial that flatness of the
working surface is conlim1ed prior to continue machining the cavities and runner paths.
Once the parts were properly secured into the vice and cavities are complete. the runner
paths were milled. Reaming the ejector pin holes was the last step as it assured that no
chips or burrs are left in the holes. The overall process sequence is presented in Table
3-7.
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Process Feature Process Process Description Tool# I TIme# (mlns)
1 Blank Ground Precision Qlound 10 proper thickness - outsourced
2 Mill Mill to proper lenQlh and \o¥1dth . outsourced
3 Drill Center drill (27) 4 4
4 Holes Mill Mill central hole (1) 1 6
5 Drill Drill ejector pin holes (24) 1 10
6 Drill Square shoulder holes (2) 11 2
7 Mill Volume clear slots (2) 13 7
8 Slots Mill Machine bottom surface of slots (2) 14 3
9 Profile Mill Machine side walls of slot (2) 12 4
10 CaVIty Mill Volume clear cavities (2) 11 8
11 Profile Mill Machine side walls of cavity (2) 9 12
12 Sides Profll£> 1.1111 Round out el corners (left) 12 8
13 Profile Mill Round oulel corners (rinhl) 12 8
14 Runners Mill Machine runner paths 10 40
14 Holes Ream Ream ejector Pin holes 5 3
Table 3-7: Fabrication Steps for Individual Runner Bars
One of the differences between the A-plate insert bar and the runner bar is that the
central hole is bigger on the insert bar and requires profile milling to get the correct
diameter. Aside from the central hole. the quantity of cavities and slots to mill is six as
opposed to just two. which adds additional wear to the '/4" end mill (process #9). creating
the need to switch to a new too\ at mid-process. When profile milling the sides of the
cavity (process # I0). the small liS" end mill tended to flex a little causing the walls to
taper in slightly. By repeating the process several times. the cavity width finally fell into
specitication. Table 3-S summarizes the associated process sequences.
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Process Feature Process Process Description Tool# I Time# (mlns)
1 Blank Ground Precision ground 10 proper thickness ·oulsourced
2 Mill Mill to proper lenQth and vofldth . oulsourced
3 Drill Center drill (3) 4 4
4 Holes Drill Drill Center Hole 7 2
5 Profile Mill Open Central Hole 11 6
6 Mill Volume clear slots (6) 13 21
7 Siois Mill Machine bOllom surface of slols (6) 14 9
8 Profile Mill Machine side walls of slot (6) 12 12
9 CaVIty Mill Volume clear cavities (6) 11 24
10 Profile Mill Machine side walls of cavity (6) 9 36
11 Sides Profile Mill Round ouler corners (left) 12 8 .
12 Profile Mill Round ouler corners (nghl) 12 8
13 Holes 01111 Drill clamplnQ holes (2) 1 2
14 Mill Square Shoulder holes (2) 11 2
Table 3-8: Fabrication Steps for A-Plate Insert Bar
304.5 Machining: "-Part Cavil)' Bar
After the stock bars wcre ground and milled to the initial dimcnsions. the ejector
holes were drillcd from the top surface followed by milling of the part cavity. Once the
walls of the cavity were profile milled. the triangular gates were milled. The entrance of
the gate was made using the liS" tapered ball end mill. Finally the runner bars' sides
were profile milled and the ejector holes were reamed. The entire process was then
repeated three more times.
i\1anufacturing the part cavity bar was probably the most difficult. With the
highest toll on the tools. more specifically the process of milling out the part cavity.
creating a single part required a lot of time. With so much volume 10 clear out. and the
material being composed of hard P20 steel. the tlanks on the I;' end mills were dull and
useless after linishing only two to three cavities. i'\on-the-less with plenty of end mills the
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parts was successfully made. The part cavity bar fabrication process is listed in Table
3-9.
Process Feature Process Process Description Tool# I Time# (mills)
1 Blank Ground PrecIsion Qround to proper thickness . outsourced
2 Mill Milito prop£-r lenqth and width ·oulsourced
3 Drill Center Dnll (16) 4 4
4 Holes Drill Drill eiector pin holes (12) 1 6
5 Drill Drill clamprna holes (2) 1 2
6 Mill Square shoulder holes (2) 11 ,
7 Mill Volume clear oart cavltv (4) 11 40
8 Cavity Mill Machine bottom surface of cavllv (4) 11 14
9 Profile Mill Machine side walls of cavity (4) 9 40
10 Gate Mill Machine trianQular oate (4) 11 3
11 Runner Mill Runner to oate entrance (4) 10 8
12 Sides Profile Mill Round ouler corners neft) 12 8
13 Profile Mill Round outer corners (riQhtl 12 8
14 Holes Ream Ream elector pm holes 5 4
Table 3-9: Fabrication Steps for "'-Part Cavit)' Bar
3.....6 Machining: Runner-Intersection and Blank Inserts
The runner-intersection is the blank insert with the runner paths milled into it.
Thereby it makes sense to first build all the blank inserts plus a few extra. then check
dimensions and proceed with milling the runners into two of the blank inserts. Initially
the long stock material was recei\'ed with the proper thickness and width. The stock bar
was sectioned using a band saw. and then clamped into milling machine and cut to the
proper length. The next and final step into making the hlank insert was the profile milling
of the sides. In order to make the runner-intersection insert. the blank insert was modified
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by milling runner paths into it using the tapered ball end mill. The process is summarized
in Table 3-10.
Process Feature Process Process Description I Time# T001# (mills)
1 Ground Precision Qround to proper thickness . out sourced
2 Blank Cut Bandsaw 10 oversized lenqlh Band Saw
3 Mill Milito proper lenQth and Wldlh 12 5
4 Shoulder ProfIle Mill Round shoulder (riqht) 12 8
5 Profile Mill Round shoulder (left) 12 8
6 Runner Mill Machine runner paths 10 6
Table 3-10: Fabrication Steps for Runner-Intersection Inserts
3.5 QUALITY CHECK
With geometric tolerances set to 0.00 r·. the ability to check dimensions using
standard gauges and calipers become arduous. By fitting the CNC machine with a probe.
the milling unit was converted into a CMM machine. With dimensional accuracy of
0.0001". the machine was better able to confinl1 the dimensions to be within
specification. Other dimensions such as the width of cavities on the runner bars and part
cavity were confimled using pin and block gauges. as well as calipers. Additionally thc
clearancc of all the ejcctor holes wcrc confirmcd by assembling thc platcs and inserts
togcthcr. and passing an liS" cjcctor pin through cvcry hole. With all the critical
dimcnsions measurcd to bc within tolerance. thc total asscmbly was contirmcd to he
completcly gcomctrically balanccd ahout thc sprue holc. Figurc 3-14 and 3-15 prcscnt
cxamples of thc t:1bricatcd tcst mold product.
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Figure 3-14: B-Plate Assembled (Short)
Figure 3-15: B-Plate Assembled (Medium)
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4 IMBALANCE INVESTIGATION: DESIGN & PROCEDURES
With cooling lines machined into the mold, the experimental tool was now
complete and ready for actual testing. Chapter 4 begins with the objective of the
experiment that serves as a guideline for preparation and procedure. Preparation starts
with a list of the required machines and equipment necessary to complete the objectives.
The groundwork also incorporates selection of the proper material and its preparation
prior to injection molding. The controlled process settings also had to be chosen based on
the needs of the test. With the preparation complete. a step-by-step procedure. illustrating
the followed methodology during the entire experiment. will be laid out.
4.1 EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVE
Considering the mold allows for three primary runner settings. it is evident that
part of the objective is to analyze a material's fill imbalance data with respect to the other
runner lengths. By switching the runner setting. the duration to shear heating would
change. possibly having an impact on fill characteristics. Additional to the runner length.
injection velocity. which has been proven to be a great factor towards fill imbalance. is to
be tested. Recalling that \'iscous energy dissipation is n function 01" shear rate squared. by
increasing injection velocity the total hent generation should increase causing the outer
perimeter to be even less viscous. Additionn! to the processing conditions. it is important
to test more than n single polymer ns it has been cited numerous times thnt the selected
materinl greatly impacts the results. By testing n multitude of polymers. additional
material properties could be compared with respect to the results. The objective \\as then
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to compare fill imbalance measurements for different materials, injection velocities, and
primary runner lengths.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Prior to making short shot parts, proper preparation had been completed to
smoothly operate the experiment. First and foremost, an injection molding machine
capable of operating the large mold had to be selected, as well as other tools and
equipment necessary to create data.
4.2.1 Equipment and Tools
It is important to note pnor to diving into this chapter that this project was
conducted jointly between Lehigh University's Manufacturing Science Laboratory
(MSL). and Pennsylvania State University Erie's Plastics Engineering Technologies
department. Manufacturing of the test mold was completed at Lehigh University. while
actual testing and data gathering were done at PSU's Plastic Processing Laboratory in
Erie. The decision of where to machine and operate was based on comparison of
capabilities between the two institutions. Lehigh University's MSL group specializes in
manufacturing molds but does not have an injection molding machine that could house
such an immense mold. PSU's Plastic Processing Laboratory on the other hand. has more
than a few large scale molding machines available for usc.
The chosen injection molding machine within the laboratory was the IIusky 90-
ton Hylcctric injection molding machine. Easily capable of operating the large test mold.
its processing abilities. limits. and features are impressi\e as pictured below.
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Figure 4-1: Husky Hylectric 90-ton Injection Molding Machine at PSU-Erie
In order to measure fill imbalance characteristics, individual parts had to be weighed and
recorded and compared to one another. In order to obtain precise data, parts had to be
measured using scales that have sensitivity of at least 1/1 ooth of a gram, and have a
digitized readout for ergonomic purposes.
4.2.2 Material Selection and Preparation
With the injection molding unit ready and the proper tools necessary to record
data on hand, the material to be tested had to be chosen. As specified in previous
sections, fill imbalance characteristics heavily fluctuate based on the selected material.
Within the sea of properties that distinguishes a polymer, there are certain unknown
factors that are the cause of variation in fill imbalance with respect to tested material. It
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was this research project's secondary objective to identify one of these factors; thereby it
was important to pick materials that were from different families with distinguishing
material characteristics. Considering time and budget constraints, in the end the testing of
three materials was decided upon.
The tested materials were chosen based on both previous experimental results and
material availability. ASS or aC1Jllonitrile butadiene styrene was the first material chosen
as it had been extensively tested in the past. The material is an amorphous polymer with
good impact strength and excellent physical appearance. Industries such as the housing,
small appliances. and automotive regularly use this material due to its ease of process
ability. More specitic material properties will be listed and discussed in chapter 5 when
test results will be correlated to fill imbalance characteristics.
The second material chosen was HIPS or high impact polystyrene. It is a vinyl
copolymer and has a molecular structure of a styrene backbone with polybutadiene
branching off the main chain. These rubbery polybutadienes act to absorb energy when
the material is hit. thereby making it stronger and 1110re capable of handling larger
impacts. hence the name "high impact". From previous experiments, HIPS has shown a
clear trend of increasing fill imbalance with increase of injection velocity.
The third material chose was HOPE, or high del/sity polyethylene. It is in essence
a semi-crystalline polymer comprised of only ethylene monomers chained together with
low amounts of branching. The lack of branching allO\\'s IIDPE to occupy a lower
volume per weight. hence the name "high density", which contributes to stronger
intenl10lecular forces ~md tensile strength. During prc\ious experiments, IIDPE has
shown unique trademarks where a "reverse" fill imbalance occurs in which the outer
cavities fill at faster rates than the inner cavities. These results strengthened the theory
that fill imbalance is indeed material dependant. and polyethylene is a unique material
that needed to be studied.
After the selection of polymers was reduced to the three families, it was necessary
to choose the particular grade and manufacturer of each material. It is widely known that
there are an abundant amount of choices \vhen searching within a particular family.
Numerous companies produce the material and offer varying grades that yield differences
in material property and other features. Manufacturers change the grade in order to meet
a particular customer need by altering the manufacturing process and mixing additives
such as color. glass. and other fillers. In order to provide clarity between data and
material property. the particular grades chosen are considered basic with no fillers or
additional additives. The three particular materials chosen are as of such:
Dow Chemicals Magnum 1040-7. ABS
Paxon LA068E. HOPE
Nova 9100 782H2. HIPS
~.2.3 Controlled Processes and Settings
Aside from the injection \"I.?locity. there are numerous setting.s of the injection
molding process that can he controlled during a shot cycle. Parameters such as mold
temperature. \c1ocity-to-pressure (Y P) s\\itchover. and hold pressure are part of the
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larger processing window and each will have an impact towards fill imbalance results. In
order to reduce complications, these settings were fixed throughout the experiment.
The V/P switchover point for the Husky 90-ton is designated as a fraction of the
incremental unit length in inches prior to the screw coming in contact with injection
nozzle. The length signifies that the screw will move at the chosen injection velocity until
reaching the mark, at which point the screw's velocity changes so the back pressure
equals the packing pressure chosen by the operator. Considering the experiment focuses
on fill imbalance with respect to shear heating, it would be optimal to set the switch-over
point to the maximum value so the molded parts would mostly consist of material sheared
at the chosen injection velocity. The maximum allowable V/P s\vitchover value was
determined to be 0.05'" as anything higher than that would cause the screw to ram into the
inner walls of the injection nozzle at high injection velocities, Since all parts that are to
be produced are going to be short shots. there is no need to apply packing pressure.
thereby an arbitrarily low value of 75 Psi was chosen for the packing pressure.
Mold temperature and cooling time for each material were manually detem1ined
based ease of part ejection. These \'alues were held consistent for each of the three
polymers along with the melt temperature. which was set according to manufacturers'
suggested temperatures. Additionally. the injection volume was chosen by manually
adjusting the value until the highest filled ca\'ities visually looked to be 80% full. With
change in runner length. the injection \'olume had to be changed as the longer runner
settings constitute to a higher runner volume.
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Finally the focused injection velocities were chosen based on several factors such
as the capabilities of the injection molding machine and the ability to fill the mold. The
highest value is ultimately driven by what the Husky 90-ton can accomplish, 13
inches/sec. while the IO\'iest speed is slightly higher than the setting of when an undesired
short shot due to runner freeze occurs. It would be optimal if numerous injection speeds
could be tested in between the upper and lower values. yet due to the constraint of time.
only two arbitrary values were chosen as the intermediate speeds. The tables below
illustrate the final process settings for all three materials and runner lengths.
ASS Runner LelH ths
Short IMedium Lonq
Injection Velocity 1. 2 I 8 I 13 ("isec)
Fill Volume (inchJ\3) 1.68 I 1.68 1.75
VP switchover 0.05"
Coolinq time 25 sec
Mold Temp 100 F
Melt Temp 490 F
Hold 75 Psi
Table 4-1: Test Settings for ABS
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HIPS Runner Lenc ths
Short IMedium Lonq
Injection Velocity 1.5,3,8, 13 ("/sec)
Fill Volume (inchI\3) 1.87 I 1.93 2.00
VP switchover 0.05"
Cooling time 18 sec
Mold Temp 100 F
Melt Temp 470 F
Hold 75 Psi
Table 4-2: Test Settings for HIPS
HOPE Runner Lenl ths
Short IMedium Long
Injection Velocity 0.5,3,7, 13 ("/sec)
Fill Volume (inchI\3) 2.31 I 2.37 2.37
VP switchover 0.05"
Coolinq time 25 sec
Mold Temp 85 F
Melt Temp 490 F
Hold 75 Psi
Table 4-3: Test Settings for HDPE
4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDl1RE
In any scientific tield. it is important to produce c\can data that can support n
proposed theory or relationship. This experiment's goals \\ere no different. and the
method chosen to legitimize the Jatn was by means of quantity. For e\cry experimental
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setting, at least ten consecutive parts were collected after the new setup had been
stabilized by running it 3-4 times.
The repetitive process began with the shortest runner length at the slowest
injection velocity, and ABS as the melt. The mold was first stabilized by running it 3-4
times at the chosen process settings, then ten parts were produced and collected.
Additional information of injection pressure and fill time were recorded after every single
run and each part was properly numbered in order to have the ability to track individual
data with respect to these processing results. Additionally to the numbers, the parts were
labeled with the injection velocity values in order to avoid confusion as well as to
establish orientation to the mold. After the ten parts were collected and labeled. the
injection velocity and the fill volume were changed. the setup was re-stabilized. and the
process of collecting and labeling parts was repeated. Once all the injection \'elocities
were completed, the runner bar was switched to the next runner length. and the entire
procedure was repeated until all three runner settings were tested. The injection molding
machine was then purged with the next material. and the entire process was repeated unti I
all three materials had been tested. Table 4-4 below illustrates the 36 settings that were
tested.
7S
ABS HIPS HDPE
~ Short Med Long Short Med Long Short Med LongInj Vel
Very Low X X : X X : X X X X X
Low X X X X : X X X X X::
Medium X : X X X X X X X X
Fast X X X X X X X X X
Table 4-4: Experimental Test Layout
4.4 EXPERIMENTATION COMPLETED
With all test settings complete, data was gathered by weighing each of the
individual eight parts per short shot using a digital scale with accuracy of one-hundredth
of a gram. The parts were de-gated from the runners. placed onto the scale for weighing.
and recorded into a spreadsheet. The individual part weights were categorized as numbers
1 through 8. according to the format of Figure 2-2. In order to save time. out of the ten
manufactured parts for each test setting. only six were measured and recorded as the
weight fluctuation between consecutive shots were found to be minor. After completing
measurements. indi\'idual cavity numbers were averaged and non-dimensionalized using
the total (1\'Cfage weight of all 48 parts (eight cavities. quantity of six) according to the
equations 4-1 and 4-2.
Jr", = I I Jr
-I -I
( 4-1)
bLW,/
W(ND) =~
, W
U\'X
for i=1:8 ( 4-2)
Where W represents the weight by grams, W(ND) represents the non-dimensionalized
weight, i represents cavity number, and j represents trial number. The resulting values
illustrate the volumetric fill percentage difference between individual cavities.
To be consistent with the work of Beaumont and other previous researchers
cxperiments, values that symbolize inncr and outer flow groups were created by
averaging the non-dimensional fill results for cavities one through four. and cavities five
through eight. These tV-iO values were then used and graphed with relation to both runner
length and injection flow rate to serve as the foundation for analyzing the collectivc
experimcnt. Table 4-5 below visually illustrates thc methodology used to calculate fill
imbalance for a particular runner lcngth. injection velocity. and material. Please refer to
Appendices B. C. and D for results of all the test settings.
Inner Cavities Outer Cavities
HIGH , 2 3 ~ 5 6 1 8
(1)
..'.~ ~ 1" I HH , ,., • 3~ 1 ", • I 1 ill, . I. .'1
(7) :.' 7;3 HI~ < ti~ ~' I ..' ' Jj 1 ;s ' .l~ IV
(3) ~ b~ J ': < itJ ,: JU ' J) 1 '".' " !>.' 1 ~'
14) :2 "'Ii. J U~ ~ 8U : 72 ' ~J I ;'j , 43 1 ~j
(5) 270 30: :62 ~ :. , 43 171 '54 I E6
- .
((jJ 2 i8 301 :: 79 .., -, ':v 178 • .17 I :2 Tolal Avg.- ,
J\vlllaOll 101 271 I 3 O~ :ii9 2 i3 .n 1 i5 ~ .l~ I :~ 2.196
NO Valu, ~ 23 I ' .ll 1 2:' I :i.l oG5 :80 063 o.~'-
1.288 0.712
Table 4-5: Fill Imbalance Calculation l\lethod for ABS with l\ledium Runner
Length. and Injection \'c1ocit)· of 13 inches/sec,
so
With fill imbalance data calculated for all test settings, graphs were made to
correlate the results to the tested settings of injection velocity and primary runner lengths.
The visual plot illustrates relationship fill imbalance has to these settings, and Chapter 5
will discuss these plots for all three materials.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With all the parts measured and tabulated, this chapter will focus on displaying
the final results. and discussing the relationship fill imbalance has to primary runner
length and injection velocity. As mentioned previously, fill imbalance is heavily related
to melt material and results from this experiment were not an exception to this case. The
resulting plots illustrated strikingly different characteristics; thereby this chapter will be
sectioned according to the three tested materials. Each section will display fill imbalance
with respect to injection velocity and then to primary runner's length-to-diameter ratio.
5.1 RESULTS FOR HIPS
Unlike other materials such as ABS. PE, and PMMA. prevIous work by
Beaumont and his research group never really focused on high impact polystyrene. One
experiment conducted by Shuttleworth 113] though did include I·IIPS and noted that its
viscosity is more thermally sensitive than polypropylene' s. Other than this piece of
information. all the results yielded from this experiment will serve to chart a new profile
for HIPS. and will be added to the cache of existing data that will eventually help shape
the complex relationship material properties have to fill imbalance. During this
experiment. fill imbalance to the inner cavities ranged anywhere from 1.004 to I. I55.
The data for all the testing for HIPS is presented in Appendix B.
5.1.1 Fill Imbalance With Respect to Injection Velocity
Grouping data by runner setting and plotting it with respect to injection velocity
resulted in three distinct curves. The corresponding data and plot are illustrated in Table
5-1 and Figure 5-1.
HIPS Runner Lengths
Short Medium Long
Iniection Vel Outer I Inner Outer I Inner Outer I Inner
15 0.996 1.004 0912 1.088 0856 1.144
........................ ............................... ................................ ................................
3 0968 1032 0.897 1 103 0853 1 147
....................... .................................. ................................. .................................
8 0930 1.070 0884 1 116 0.856 1 144
......................... ................................ ................................ .. ..............................
13 0.912 1.088 0.878 1.122 0.845 1.155
Table 5-1: Fill Imbalance with respect to Injection Velocit)' (HIPS)
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Figure 5-1: Fill Imbalance with respect to Injection Veloci1)' (HIPS)
At the shortest runner length. the characteristic curve is a clean trend of fill
imbalance increasing with injection velocity. As the runner lengths are increased though.
the trend becomes less pronounced with the curve for the longest runner length setting
resembling a rather flat line. If the plots were to be extended. the curves would perhaps
reach an asymptote where change in till imbalance becomes negligible with respect to
injection velocity. This existence of a limitation parallel results of previous
experimenl3tion which also studied fill imbalance with respect to injection velocity. [I.
10.161
Close observation of Figure 5-1 shows that at low injection velocity, fill
imbalance results significantly fluctuate between the three runner settings, and as
injection rates are increased, the range narrows. Additionally, comparison of the extreme
values between very low injection velocity (@ LID of 39) to high injection velocity (@
LID of 13) suggests that temperature may have a larger impact on HIPS's viscosity then
shear rate. Regardless of judging which factor has more impact, the two processing
conditions contribute in unison towards increasing fi II imbalance. The largest weight
difference occurred when both the injection rate and runner length were at their
maximum settings.
A distinguishing feature for HIPS is that fill imbalance docs not occur when both
the runner length and injection velocity are at their lowest. Using the till imbalance \'s
LID plot below. a better assertion can be made about the nature of thermodynamics and
heat transfer that occurs at this specific setting.
5.1.2 Fill Imbalance With Respect to LID Ratio
Reorganizing the data in Table 5-1 so it's grouped according to primary runner
length. and plotting it \\'ith respect to LiD ratio generates Figure 5-2 which illustrates an
additional relationship HIPS has to the controlled settings.
I~ Injection Velocity
15"1 lO"/sec S"/sec 13"/sec. ,sec
UDRalio Outer Inner Ou!er Inner Outer Inner Ouler Inner
13 100 1.00 103 097 107 093 10g 091
........................ ............... ............... ............... ............... ............... ............... ................ ...............
26 10g 091 110 09] 112 088 112 083
........................ .............................. ............... ............... ............... ............... ...............................
39 114 086 115 085 114 086 115 085
Table 5-2: Fill Imbalance with respect to LID Ratio (HIPS)
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Figure 5-2: Fill Imbalance with respect to LID Ratio (HIPS)
In the previous section the existence of an asymptote. a limit injection velocity
has towards total fill imbalance. was discussed. Figure 5-2 helps to support this case as
the data of the higher injection rates. S"/sec and 13"/sec, are \'Cry close to one another at
every LiD setting. resembling a low ceiling. On the other hand the limitation of liD
towards till imbalance does not seem to have been reached yet during this experiment.
Room exists for higher imbalances to occur at longer runllcr settings. but the parabolic
curvaturc implies that extension or both curws \\ould perhaps rcsult in an cwntual
asymptotc at around 1.2.
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Changing the runner length does not alter applied shear rate but only the exposure
to viscous heating which causes a change in temperature profile. Thereby each
consecutive point on the same trend line for Figure 5-2 illustrates how additional
exposure to heating could cause the temperature difference between the perimeter and
core to occur. ultimately controlling fill imbalance. Analyzing the figure from a heat
transfer perspective would give an assertion that indeed viscous heating effect plays a
significant role in developing the melt viscosity profile.
( 5-1)
As long as the rate of heat generation through viscous energy dissipation ratc. VEO. is
larger than the rate of heat loss through the cold mold walls. extending the duration
would result in a higher temperature of the outer perimeter as it reaches the secondary
runner. Thereby parts made at a longest runner setting would be the most imbalanced as
the viscosity differences between perimeter and core would be even higher. Considering
rate of heat generation through viscous heating as a function of both time and shear rate
squared. difTerences in injection velocity would yield individual trend lines. Figure 5-2
proves that indeed these factors create slopes or different value for every injection rate.
For HIPS. the fill imbalance increases with respect to LiD. is high for the slowest
injection velocity and decreases as the injection rates are increased.
\\'ith regards to the condition where a near perfect tilling pattern occurs. it
occurred when settings would produce the lowest viscous energy dissipation rate. give
the shortest exposure to any heating. and shear rates at the outer boundary would be
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lowest. This can only add up to minimal viscosity differences between the outer
perimeter and core of the flow, causing only a slight fill imbalance variation. Results for
HOPE which will be discussed later, sheds more light to why this perfect fill
characteristic occurred for HIPS.
5.2 RESULTS FOR ABS
ABS has been tested in the past on several occasions and the resulting correlation
to injection rate has conflicted with the original theory that the problem should be
exacerbated by increasing injection rate. Earlier experiments by Beaumont (GE Cycolac
GPM 5500 ABS). showed that fill imbalance actually improved with increase in
volumetric flow rate [I]. This characteristic has also been obscrvcd during
Reifschneider's experiment while utilizing a similar ABS (GE Cycolac 4700) [10]. This
primary runner length experiment on the other hand. utilized a different grade of ABS.
and results did not parallel previous findings. Additionally the novel comparison to
runner length illustrated that runner length does indeed have an impact on fill imbalance.
5.2.1 Fill Imbalance \\'ith Respect to Injection Velocit)·
Summaries of the results generated with ABS are presented in Table 5-3 and
Figure 5-3. When comparing results generated with IIIPS. it is immediately apparent that
ABS has a much larger problem with till imbalance. With the maximum non-dimensional
now imbalance value of 1.15 for HIPS being shy of the minimum \alue of 1.18 for :\BS.
the materials can be categorized according to their sensitivity towards shearing. Although
this supcrlicial description may ha\e grounds. it is nccessary to compare more in depth
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trends and relationship the polymers have to injection velocity and LID ratio. It is also
important to review and compare material property differences between the three
polymers and identify any characteristic that causes 1he difference in fill pattern. These
issues will be discussed in a later section.
ABS Runner Lengths I
Short Medium Long
Injection Vel Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner
1.0 "/sec 0.802. 1.198 0717 1.283 0651. 1.349
............ --------- -........ .. .. -_ -_ _ --" -------_ -_.. -- ..-- --_ "-- -_ .. ------_...... .. ..-- .. -_ -_ --" _ -_ ---
20 "/sec 082 1 18 0.737. 1.263 0.676 ~ 1 324
.----- ...----- -------- .. - .... ---------- ---or --- ---- ---- .....-- ------ ..--- ---- -y-" --- .---- ... ---... ---- .. --- --_ .. --- .--- ......... _ .. --- ---
.--__~__Q_~!.~_~£ ----Q~Z?_? _Y_---!~~?-?---- Q~Z?_~ L.-J~~~?---- ----QJ)-~----f----!-~~~----
13.0 "/sec 0.732 1.268 0.712 1.288 0716 1.284
Table 5-3: Fill Imbalance with respect to Injection Velocit)' (ABS)
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Figure 5-3: Fill Imbalance with respect to Injection Yeloci1)· (ASS)
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For the setting which most closely resembles that of a conventional 8-cavity
mold, the shortest runner length setting, fill imbalance increased with increase in
injection velocity. With runner length extended to the medium setting, the results showed
stability throughout the tested spectrum. Results for the longest runner length actually
paralleled previous experiments where filling slightly improved with increase of injection
rate. A possible explanation for this reverse trend is that radial heat exchange alters the
temperature profile so the boundary layer of the hotter material creeps towards the center.
causing more thin material to enter the outer cavities. This hypothesis will be discusscd in
more dctai I during thc discussion of results with respect to LID ratio.
Figure 5-3 shows that at low injcction vclocities. till imbalance results
significantly differs for the three runner scttings. Whcn injcction vclocity is at its
maximum though. these differences are minor and thc results arc almost identical to one
another. The joining of the trend line implies there to be a limitation injection velocity
has towards till imbalance. reaching an asymptote where the data clusters closc together
at the fastcst injection rate.
5.2.2 Fill Imbalance With Respect to LID Ratio
Reorganizing the data of Table 5-3 so results are compared to the LID ratio. paints
a different picture of how till imbalance is rclated to primary runncr length. The result is
presented in Table 5-4. with the corresponding graph given in Figure 5-4.
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ASS Injection Velocity
-
tOil/sec 2.0"'sec SOl/sec 13"/sec
LID Ratio Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner : Outer Inner Outer
13 0.802 : 1.198 0.82 118 0.775 : 1225 0.732 1268
..................... .0 ....••••••.•. ~•.•.•..•••••.•• ................ ~............... • 0' •••••••••••• ~••••••••••••••• ................ ..............
26 0.717 : 1283 0.737 : 1263 0.733 : 1267 0712 1.288
.....................
_00 •••••••••••• ~................ o ................... ~.................... ...0 .... o •• o ...... ~....................... ............... ..............
39 0.651 1.349 0.676 1.324 0.711 1.289 0.716 1.284
Table 5-4: Fill Imbalance with respect to LID Ratio (ABS)
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Figure 5-4: Fill Imbalance with respect to LID Ratio (ABS)
figure 5-4 supports the component theory of shear heating haying an impact on
fill imbalance. With \'iscous heating duration increased. it was originally hypothesized
that the outer perimeter would become e\'Cn less yiscous. causing the imbalance between
the two now groups to be further cxacerbated. The hypothesis holds well for the slowcr
injection rates, but as speed reaches the maximum, a more stable flat line develops where
fill imbalance is not affected by LID ratio.
Analyzing the stable trend from a heat transfer perspective, it is possible that
another limit exists where the radial distance between the cooler and hotter material shifts
towards the core as duration continues to increase. With viscous heating proportional to
shear rate squared, the fastest injection velocity would generate immense heat which
accumulates over the course of the long runner length. As the melt travels down the
primary runner. heat exchange between adjacent materials cause the temperature gradient
to morph and the radial boundary location of the hot and cool melt interface shift towards
the core. as illustrated below in Figure 5-5.
I J
A B c D
I
_hOl
Figure 5-5: Shift of Temperature Profile with Increase of Runner Length
As thc melt with thc hotter tempcrature profile splitsjnto thc secondary layer. the cooler
corc constitutes a smaller \"olumetric !low rate. hencc morc material of lowcr \"iscosity
can be directcd towards the outcr ca\'itics causing thc diffcrcncc in fill ratcs to shrink,
This thcory hclps to cxplain why Figurc 5-3 shows a rc\ersc trend when L D is 3Q. and
Q~
also why the trend line becomes flat when injection rates are their highest. Explanation as
to why ASS is susceptible to this reverse trend, and not HIPS, requires a more in depth
review and comparison of material property differences between the two.
5.3 RESULTS FOR HDPE
Previous experiments yielded curiosity to further study polyethylene groups as it
is one of the few materials that show a "reverse" fill imbalance. where the outer cavities
fill at faster rates then the inner cavities. The contrasting phenomenon always occurs at
very low injection rates, but returns to the normal fill imbalance as the velocity is
increased. Interestingly enough, the reverse imbalance was also observed during this
experiment. and a comparison with respect to certain material properties must be made to
better explain why this occurs..
5.3.1 Fill Imbalance With Respect to Injection Velocit),
Results for HOPE are presented in Table 5-5 and figure 5-6. With reverse filling
imbalance occurring at the lowest injection rate. there are more than a few differences
HOPE has with the other two materials. Aside from this phenomenon. there are still
distinct similarities between all three materials fill imbalance graphs. Listed below arc the
data and resulting graph comparing fill imbalance to injection velocity.
-,
,HOPE Runner Lengths
Short Medium Long
Injection Vel ·Inner · Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer
0,5 0,89
·
1, 11 0,84 1, 16 0,85 115
............................ ...................................... .................................... .....................................
3.0 1.04 0,96 1.05 0.94 1,07 093
........................... ..................................... .................................. .....................................
7.0 1,07 0.93 1,08 : 0.92 1,09 0,91
............................ ..................................... .................................. ..................................
130 1,07 0,93 1,08 i~ 0,92 1,10 0,90
Table 5-5: Fill Imbalance with respect to Injection Velocity (HDPE)
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Figure 5-6: Fill Imbalance with respect to Injection Velocit)· (HDPE)
The tigure and table abo\'t? shows that maximum "normal" till imbalance once
again occurs at the highest injection rate and runner length. with the "alue being 1.10.
This \alue is lower than H1PS's 1.15 and significantly smaller than ABS's maximum of
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1.28. These values can be used to categorize HOPE as being the least shear sensitive
material out of the group, but it falls short of explaining the differences in other
characteristics. More notably the recovery from reverse to normal fill imbalance at a
rather low injection rates indicates that HOPE can also experience perfect filling without
the use of melt rotation technology. Additionally the similarity and trend implies that
HIPS is also prone to reverse fill imbalance if injection rates are slow enough.
HOPE's fill imbalance with respect to injection velocity shares numerous
similarities with ABS and HIPS. First, fill imbalance increase is proportional to injection
velocity, and an asymptote exists where rate increases appear to no longer impact to the
results. For HOPE's case. the limitation is reached rather quickly as results for injection
rate of rlsec and IJ"/sec are identical. A third similarity with the other polymers is how
till imbalance increases with increase in LID ratio. It should be noted though that in the
case of reverse fill imbalance. it is the outer cavities that Jill more with increase in runner
length.
The obvious difference between HDPE and the pre\'ious two materials is that an
actual reycrsal of fill imbalance occurs at the slowcst injection \'elocity. In order to better
explain a possible reason for this re\'erse till imbalance. it is pertinent to first relate fill
imbalance to LID and re\'iew the process from a thermodynamic perspecti\·e.
5.3.2 Fill Imbalance With Respect to LID Ratio
Results for HOPE focusing on runner length effects arc presented in Table 5-6
and Figure 5-7. With the data grouped according to injection rate and compared to the
L 0 ratio. a plot that is \ery extra-ordinary looking de\clops.
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HDPE Injection Velocity
O.sH/sec lO"/sec 7"/sec 13"/sec
L/ 0 Ratio Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer
13 0.893 : 1.107 1035 i 0.965 1.067 : 0933 1.071 0.929
....................... '0 ••••••••••••• jo •••••••••••••• ...............,.............. ...............,.............. .............. ..............
26 0.844 : 1.156 1.054 ! 0.945 1077 0923 1.002 0918
....................... •••••• •••••••••~ ....... o ••••••• ................,.............. ...............;. .............. .............. ..............
39 0.850 1.150 1073 0.927 1093 : 0.907 1.097 0.903
Table 5-6: Fill Imbalance with respect to LID Ratio (HOPE)
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Figure 5-7: Fill Imbalance with respect to LID Ratio (HOPE)
The graph' s uniqueness is due to the re\'ersal phenomenon where the outer ca\'ities fill
faster than the inner ea\'ities at low injection \'Clocitics. This causes the plot to look rather
confusing. but putting the results for lowest injection rate aside. the remaining results
parallcl those of ABS and HIPS. As the LD ratio is increased. additional duration to
viscous heating causes the normal fill imbalance to worsen. With increase of injection
velocity though, the degree of impact LID has towards fill imbalance is reduced, much
like the previous case studies. What sets HOPE apart from ABS and HIPS is how LID
has a minor impact towards fill imbalance as the trend lines are rather flat. it was stated
earlier that HOPE can be carelessly classified to be the most shear-insensitive, but could
it also be the more insensitive towards viscous heating? The following section will better
explain how certain material property differences could be the key to the observed
fluctuations based on material.
The phenomenon of reverse fill imbalance is a very important finding for this
project as if it were to be misunderstood, it could be potentially be used to undermine the
theory of shear induced fill imbalance. This author believes the theory holds grounds
even for HOPE at the tested injection rates, but believes that the dynamics of heat transfer
between the cool mold walls and melt are the additional factors that cause the reversal.
Numerical programs tend to make assumptions that the walls are adiabatic, where heat
transfer is negligible considering the short time lapse. yet this is assumed only to simplify
codes and associated calculations. Ifin fact injection rates were slow enough. premature
freezing would occur within the runner system and no material would ever reach the part
cavity. Thereby if rates are slow enough and heat generated through viscous heating is
over powered by heat loss through the mold walls. the bulk temperature of the outer
material will drop causing the viscosity of the outer perimeter to rise ahove the core's
viscosity. This will inevitably lead to thicker material being directed towards the inner
cavities while the less viscous core is directed toward the outer cavities. :\t a certain
injection velocity, about 2.5 inches/sec for HOPE, the total heat loss counterbalances
viscosity decrease due to shear rate, creating a rather flat viscosity profile across the melt
flow. The theory is illustrated in Figure 5-8.
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Figurc 5-8: Shift of Tcmpcraturc Profilc with Distancc for Rcvcrsc Filii mbalancc
5,4 COMPARISON OF RESULTS TO MATERIAL PROPERTIES
This experiment has shown that fill imbalance is highly dependant on the
selection of material. The reason why though has not been really clarified thus far.
Pre\'ious concluding remarks were rather broad with some pointing to certain factors such
as temperature sensiti\'ity. \'iscosity constant. and shear rate constant as related to the
phenomenon. These general conclusions should be considered acccptable as rcsearch
rc\"ol\"ing around till imbalance in naturally balanccd runners is still in its early stages.
Rcndcrs should also take into account that non-Ncwtonian polymers carry a plethora of
propcrtics that each could potcntially ha\'c implications to\\nrds thc rcsult. With little
background work and guidelines to refer back to, early researchers experienced some
difficulty in making connections between material and the phenomenon of fill imbalance.
Additionally every polymer tends to be specialized according to a number of
manufacturers, thereby the material properties change and are also not readily accessible
to outside researchers.
This thesis will try to discover a correlation between an untested property to fill
imbalance in hopes that future researchers \vill use it as a guideline. More specifically.
attention would be placed on rheological properties and how the material's viscosity to
shear rate characteristic relates to the observed experimental results.
5.4.1 Correlating Results to Viscosit), \'s Shear Rate Plot
Analyzing rheological properties requires the usage of complicated tools and
procedures. A capillary rheometer would be the most applicable tool for this situation. as
its range of shear rates are widc enough to match the high shear rate values experienced
within the runner system. With proper testing conducted. plots such as the one below in
Figure 5-9 can be devcloped. \\'here viscosity is measured against both shear rate and
temperature.
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Figurc 5-9: Viscosity \'S Shcar Ratc Plot for DOW 1040 ABS
tv1anufacturers of polymers usually conduct these tests and are able to yield
constants that can be later plugged into \"iscosity models to develop plots like Figure 5-9.
The most comprehensive model is the Cross- WLF model which is well knO\\"I1 to ha\c
the ability to accurately calculate \"iscosity across a \"Cry wide shear rate spectrum. The
modified \\'LF equation [17] is listed helow and is considered as the standard hy hoth the
industry and ~loldFlow.
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where
, T = 'loCT)
'lCy.) [.]1-"
1+ 'l0. y
r
( 5-2)
( 5-3)
Given the constants n. AI. A2. D\. O2• and 1*. the viscosity of the polymer at a specified
shear rate and temperature can be easily calculated. These values are very material grade
specific. thereby exact values provided by the manufacturers should be used when trying
to determine the viscosity. Fortunately both Dow Chemicals and Nova Chemicals
cooperated by releasing these values for the tested materials in this study. A similar set of
data for the Exxon Mobil HOPE was unfortunately not provided by the company.
Thereby this section can only compare results for ABS and HIPS which are listed in
Table 5-7. The complete material data sheets for the two material are provide in
Appendix E.
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Manufacturer Dow Chemicals l'-lova Cherrdcals
..............................................................................................................................
.T.r.~~~..~.~.~.~ I.~~Q0~!:0..~.9.~9..~~? ~.~.Q9.~..!.~~.~~.? .
n 0 2535 0 3275
............................................................................................................ - .
."t.... (P..~L ,. . .?.6.9~.+.04. .. . ~.1.?E+.~ ..
.p.~J.~.~.~~) ?~~~~~.1} !..??~~.~.1. .
'O'~..(KL }n..1.~ }.?~ .
A1 3234 2877
.... .. . ..- .
A2 (K) 51 6 51 6
Table 5-7: Rheological Properties for the Tested ABS and HIPS
V·/ith the constants on hand. the only other required information is shear rate and
temperature. Temperature will simply be the value at which the entire test was processed
at, while the shear rate will have to be calculated using the apparent wall shear rate
equation [5] listed below. As the name implies. the equation calculates the shear rate at
the outer perimeter of the wall.
( 5-4)
Knowing the inner diameter of the injection molding machine's barrel. volumetric flow
through the primary runner can be calculated by multiplying the barre\' s cross-sectional
area with the injection velocity. Since the melt splits into the len and right primary
runner. the total volumetric flow rate must be di\ided by 2. The shear rate can now be
calculated for the range of tested shear rates. The test setting is shown in Table 5-8 with
temperatures in Celsius.
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ABS HIPS
Temperature 255 C 245 C
.....................................I---------...L...--------f
Barrel Diameter 1 26·
Mm Max Min Max
13
81
131.5Injection Velocity(inches/sec)
~ ~ .
Volumetric FlowRate: :0935 81 0623(InehA 3/sec)
..................................... " . .. ... . ~ -.. .. . ~ .
Shear Rate 4877 42268 3251 ~ 42268
(1/sec) :
Table 5-8: Testing Settings for ABS and HIPS
With all the necessary data on hand, data for viscosity curves was generated uSing a
functional tool of MoldFlow. The data such as that presented in Table 5-9 was then
exported into Excel and plots were created according to the experimented wall shear
rates. Comparing the results and curves for III PS and ASS at shear rate range of 3000 -
50000. an understanding of how rheological property plays a role in fill imbalance begins
to develop.
10:;
Shear Rate 255 C . ABS 245 C . HIPS
25119 1002: 397
• •••••••••••••••• 0 .
3162.3 849 342
·........ .. ............ . ----------_ ""._ ------ --_ _-
3981.1 71.8 ~ 29.4..........•0 _0........ __ .. ._. .. _
5011.9 60.7 ~ 25 3
....... 063090.600000000 ··········5;·3"·········.:··········2";·8··········
·......... .. ...... . _ _ - .
7943.3 43.3 ~ 187
• •• • • • •• ••••• • • •• .. _ .0 .. _ _ _
1ססOO.0 36.6 ~ 16.1
· " - _-_ _ _ - -.. -_ _- -_ _-------
125893 30.9: 138
...........................................................................- _--- ..
158489 26.0:'1 8
.....................................- .
19952 6 22.0 10 1
..... .. _ - .
25118.9 18.5 ~ 87
· -... . .. .. . . .. .. -- _ - -_.._ __ .. _.. _ _ -----_ _.. _- ..
316228 15.6. 75
........................................................................................................ -.....
393107 13.2 64
............................................................................._ - ..
501187 11.1 ~ 5.5
Table 5-9: Viscosit)' \'s Shear Rate Data for HIPS and ABS
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Figure 5-10: Viscosit)· Plot for ABS and HIPS at Operating Temperature
In the earlier sections of chapter 5. a simple obseryation was made where ABS
was considered to be more shear sensiti\"C than HIPS due larger fill imbalance.
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Interestingly Figure 5-10 supports this superficial categorization as the slope of the
curvature indicates that viscosity change due to shear rate is far higher for ABS than
HIPS. With shear rates far higher at the outer perimeter, the magnitude of viscosity
difference between the two layers is going to be larger for ABS, resulting in larger fill
imbalance occurrence for ABS. When making an assessment between rheological
properties and LID ratio, additional calculations must be made to study the elrect
temperature has on the viscosity curve. MoldFlow was used again to generate viscosity
relative to shear rate at additional temperatures. The data was exported to a spreadsheet.
grouped according to shear rates. and plotted with respect to temperature as shown in
Table 5-10 and Figure 5-11.
ABS HIPS
Teml' 5,000 1ls 10,000 1!s 25,000 1ls 50,000 1ls 5,000 1!s 10,000 1!s 25,000 1/5 50,000 1/s
100 63
87 55
77 49
69 44
184
161
.............
142
...... . . . . . ..
127
291
.................
253
223
. .
199
111
101
235 76 4 45 9 23 1 13 8
................................................................ " .
245 678 408 206 123
............... - - .
255 607 366 185
... . .
265 54 9 33 1 168
Table 5-10: Viscosit)· Relatin to Temperature and Shear Rate
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Figure 5-11: Viscosif)' Relative to Temperature and Shear Rate
Figure 5-11 illustrates that the viscosity's sensitivity to temperature is highly
dependant on the original magnitude of viscosity. In fact the relationship is quite linear
where viscosity decreases proportionally with increase in temperature. with the largest
changes occurring when shear rates are relatively low. In other words viscosity change
\\·ith respect to temperature is most e\'ident when the magnitude or the \'iscosity is high.
This corrclatcs wcll with prcvious Figurc 5-2 and 5-4whcrc thc largcst changc \\ith
rcspcct to LID ratio occurrcd when injcction vclocitics wcrc at their minimums.
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5.4.2 Correlating Results to Thermal Properties
As theorized in the previous sections, conservation of energy results in a
complicated heat transfer effect between the cool mold wall and the adjacent melt that is
generating mechanical heat through viscous energy dissipation. In certain cases perfect
fill balance occurs while other cases result in reverse fill imbalance. where the heat loss
through mold walls causes the temperature to drop at the outer perimeter and ultimately
increase the viscosity. As to why HOPE and HIPS experiences this while ABS is immune
to this effect requires the study of the materials' thermal properties. Since specitic
properties were not provided by the manufacturer for HOPE. general data listed in a
materials science handbook l8] will be substituted. Such data is presented in Table 5-11.
HIPS ASS HOPE
1866 . 2000 . 2300
..........................................................................
. .
. .
10501000938
.~:..T.I.l.~.~~~~~~.~~!~~~!!~~y.i.ty.~!.I.l~.-.~l. 9..~ ~~! 1 ~. ~ .~ ~ ~ .~~ .
~1.>..-..~P.~. ~.I.~.~. J:I.~.~.t.l~(~g :~) .
p - Density [kg/rn" 3)
Table 5-11: Thermal Properties of Tested Material
When trying to make numerical simulation codes. industry tends to make seycral
boundary condition assumptions such as the wall acting as an adiabatic surface. making
heat transfer between the melt and the mold negligible. Through the deYelopment of
re\ersc till imbalance it has been pro\"Cn that this is not the case. heat is being lost to the
mold walls e\en thCHlgh yelocities through the runner system is fast. By re\iewing the
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data listed above, a link can be made between thennal properties and fill imbalance. The
focused injection molding setting is at the slowest injection rates for HOPE and HIPS.
Thennal conductivity measures the ability to pass heat through its mass, and the
higher the value, the more readily heat can transfer via conduction. At the same time heat
conduction through the mold walls will be a function of the material's conductivity
constant, and the higher the value, the more easily heat escapes through the cool mold
walls. Comparing the three materials' thermal conductivity, it is apparent that HOPE will
lose the most heat via the mold walls, and thereby should be susceptible to reverse fill
imbalance.
Through studying the results from a material science perspective, certain novel
connection seems to have been made between material properties and fill imbalance. The
hope is that the analysis of this section and chapter will serve as guidelines for future
researchers that hope to unveil the truly complexity of fill imbalance in geometrically
balanced molds.
lOS
6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 CONCLUSION
This is the first time Lehigh University has conducted research on the topic of fill
imbalance in geometrically symmetrical molds. Without knowing the existence of the
theory of shear induced fill imbalance, previous guesses as to what would occur in the 8-
cavity mold would have simply been that they all fill evenly. Even after reviewing papers
by Beaumont and his research group, it was hard to imagine this phenomenon truly
occurring thereby it was vital that this experiment first produce results of fill imbalance.
Indeed fill imbalance occurred during this experiment and to such a significant degree
that it validated Beaumont's previous work.
Othcr previous findings also surfaccd during this project such as injection rate and
matcrials having an impact on thc phenomcnon. With regards to injection rate, increasing
the parameter cxacerbated the problem in most situations. In some cases though. it had
littlc effect. Additionally it has bccn declared within this thesis that a fill rate limitation
exists wherc fill volume difference plateaus after a certain injection rate has been
reached. The asymptotic limit varies based on both the material used and the length of the
pnmary runner.
Besides confinlling the phenomenon and observed previous findings, the main
objective was to test if primary runner length has any impact towards the phenomenon.
Changing the primary runner length would not allcct shear rates as it is strictly a function
of now rate and runner diameter, but changing length would have an impact on the
amount of heat generated through \iscous heating. Considering viscosity is a function of
IOq
shear rate and temperature, results from this experiment would be able to segregate and
quantify the magnitude of impact both parameters have on fill imbalance. The results
supported this hypothesis as LID had a significant effect on fill imbalance for all three
tested materials.
Characteristic differences in the plotted results were explained from a heat and
mass transfer perspective where the conservation of energy rule requires the outer
perimeter to increase in temperature as long as heat generated through viscous energy
dissipation overpowers heat loss through the mold. The empirical equation was \'alid for
every situation as fill imbalance proportionally increased with LID even when the reverse
lill imbalance occurred while testing I-lOPE. Additionally, much like injection rate's
relationship to the problem. it was discovered that LlD's impact on till imbalance had a
limitation. The rate of till imbalance with respect to LID. or simply put the slope of the
resulting curve. decreased with increase in length. Combining the two asymptotic
behaviors. it is this author's belief that 100% till imbalance can never be reached even
with an infinitely long primary runner and an unimaginably fast injection rate.
Besides mapping out relationships with mold geometry and processing conditions.
this project had the objecti\'e to add claritications as to why materials playa role in fill
imbalance and what properties cause this lluctuation. Experiments conducted prior to this
project tested a \\-ide variety of materials and each published paper generally concluded
that fill imbalance \\-as he~1\i1y material dependant. with some adding correlations to
temperature sensitivity and viscosity constants, With theory of shear induced till
imbalance focused on pinning the root cause to visCClsity prolile across the melt profile, it
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was only natural that this project focused on polymers' rheological properties. With
Cross-WLF constants provided by the manufacturers, viscosity curves for ASS and HIPS
were produced and compared within the tested shear rate zone. The results showed that
ABS's viscosity was far more sensitive to shear rate and temperature than for 1--lIPS' s.
From an applied sense this indicates that the percentage of viscosity difference between
the outcr perimeter and the core for ASS would be higher than HIPS, resulting in higher
fill imbalance for the former.
Rheological properties were also applied to help explain how LID affects fill
imbalance. Comparing viscosity at varying temperatures. the thermal sensitivity of a
material can be yielded. The resulting plots illustrated that thermal sensitivity is based on
the original layer thickness. As the matcrial bccamc thinncr. thc ratc of viscosity dccrcasc
with increasc in temperature declined. This finding proves that LID would have the
largest impact on fill imbalance when shear rates are lower. or when injection velocities
are slow.
Finally 10 order to explain results for HOPE. thermal properties for all three
materials were compared. With tcmpcrature of the outcr boundary layer being a function
of ratc of viscous hcating. heat loss through the cold mold walls. and hcat transfcr to
adjaccnt material. thcn11al propertics such as conductivity wcre considered pertinent
factors towards total hcat balance. i\1atcrial data showcd that HOPE had thc largest
thermal conductivity valuc out ofthc group. helping to explain why rcversc fill imbalance
occurrcd. With thc highcst ratc of hcat loss. thc outcr perimctcr's tcmperaturc actually
III
decreased causing the viscosity to increase beyond the initial core value and ultimately
leading to the outer cavities filling at a faster rate.
6.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Although this research project made considerable progress in relating fill
imbalance to runner length, processing parameters, and material property, the test was
conducted on a limited scale and has left room for more research. Considering the
complexity of the situation where a polymers temperature, viscosity, and possibly
velocity profile continually change with travel distance and processing conditions. there
are still numerous uncertainties revolving around what really causes the fill rates to
fluctuate.
With regards to the primary runner's LID ratio. till imbalance seemed to have
reached an asymptote. With HIPS and ABS though. there remained room for further
imbalance while injection rates were at low speeds. Although this author tirmly believes
that 100% till imbalance cannot be achieved in an intinitely long primary runner. it is still
important to test if indeed these limits can be reached at LID ratios a little bit larger than
39. To confim1 the limitation of injection velocity. the test mold should be mounted onto
larger machines capable of injection polymer at higher \'olumetric flow rate than the
Husky 90-ton. Additionally it may be of interest to test the effect of secondary runner
lengths to sec if elongating it would have an effect on slowly rebalancing the temperature
and viscosity protile across the melt.
In terms of a material's relationship to till imbalance. there arc still plenty of
unkno\\-ns_ \\'ith this project limited to three materials. with only two of them known for
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their complete properties, it is difficult to defend the hypothesis that fill imbalance is
highly related to both the sensitivity to shear rate and temperature. It is strongly
recommended then to repeat the test with more materials for which the specific WLF and
thermal properties are known before hand. Since most of these values need to be formally
requested from the manufacturers, it is politely suggested to work with manufacturers
that concentrate on polymers such as Nova and Dow, as their correspondence are more
personal than larger companies that branch out too far. In terms of choosing the materiaL
it would be best not to just randomly choose a number of materials. but perhaps materials
that are of the same family yet have slightly different properties and sensitivity towards
shear rate and temperature. By testing these similar materials from the same family, a
process of elimination can be implemented to discover the true properties that control fill
imbalance in naturally balance runner systems.
The reason why these projects must occur is because the industry lacks a proper
program that can successfully simulate melt traveling through the runner system. It is
strongly recommended to the entire industry that heav)' investment of time and money be
spent to develop codes that can accurately simulate fill imbalance. Results from this
project can be used as an insight towards improving the numerical codes. It has been
shown that re\"Crse fill imbalance is a direct cause of heat loss through the cold mold
walls. If the programs and codes still rely on the assumption of adiabatic sur1:1ces. then
accurate results can never be obtained. Additionally the code to simulate the runner
should he multi-dimensional and incorporate a lot more nodes than just one. \\'ith the
nodal structure in place. viscous heating effects and shear thinning ctlects need to he
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incorporated into calculating the viscosity profile across the runner. Additionally it may
be of interest to develop a code to calculate velocity profile across the melt instead of
making the assumption that it will always be a fountain flow. If viscosity continually
shifts with time and distance, perhaps the velocity profile would as well.
The author of this thesis hopes that the effort placed into studying primary runner
length's and material properties' relationships with fill imbalance, will serve to help the
industry better understand fill imbalances in naturally balanced runner molds. It is hoped
that one day a complete analysis, which the entire industry agrees upon, will be provided
by individuals who utilized this work as a guideline during their research process.
Although the phenomenon is complex. complete detailed explanation can be achieved
with additional future work.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A. DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATION FOR TOOL MOLD
9¥a X 20"
D-M-E Standard
A-Series
Mold Bases
GENERAL DIMENSIONS
D ~ DIAMETER OF LOCATING RING
Cal. No. 6501 (0 = 3.990) Standard
Cal. No. 6504 (0 = 3.9901 Clamp Type
(For olher rings, see pages K1fl.18)
E= LENGTH OF EJECTOR 8AR
20", 23'h or 29'h
o=SMALL OIA. OF SPRUE 8USHING ORifiCE
~,li"" %, Dr ')0',
R ; SPHERICAL RADIUS Of SPRUE BUSHING
VI or 0/4
117
C \2%\3" \3V2j4" 14V2
S 1 'K, Ill{, 11 ''{, 12 '{, 12 'J{,
C = Height of Riser
S = Maximum Stroke of Ejector Bar
OFFSfT I.;·......)
!~.p.
J.~.. '
_f,;---' ..
---i- ,"::I
VIEW y.y
I
l REf. 61'oJ!L. . i
~{,.-~. 31i'~~9~-"~ lU.l---
REf (..... ..._ ~_:_ --i REf.
NTIONAL-SECOND
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APPENDIX A. DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATION FOR TOOL MOLD
9¥a X 20"
D-M-E Standard
A-Series
Mold Bases
GENERAL DIMENSIONS
o = DIAMETER OF LOCATING RING
Cal. No. 6501 (0 = 3.9901 Standard
Cal. No. 6504 (0 = 3.990) Clamp Type
(For other rings, soe pages K16-l8)
E = LENGTH OF ElECTOR 8AR
20", 23'12 or 29V,
D = SMALL DIA. OF SPRUE 8USHING ORIFICE
jf~ I }{2' Y12 or 1}.{2
R = SPHERICAL RADIUS OF SPRUE BUSHING
Vz or ¥4
EJECTO~;S:r:RQKE DATA
C \ 2 V, 13" I 3V, I 4" I 4 ;,
s 1 'K, Ill\', Ill'), 125" 12 OJ, i
C = Height Qf Riser
5 = Maximum Stroke of Ejector Bar
GFFSn :.--.'
VIEW X-X
!"""l------10--------1·1
1----10----1 .-11~~r- !
v~~~,----:1;:- -- - - -- --. -~fV
~~-;8 fLAT HO seRfV>' ,21.',
,
-r--H~{~i+~~~·
\··.:r /'
VIEW y.y
\7~I.D.Xl\lD.0.
\ SHOULDER BUSHING141' .
\ \" llDlA. LEADE~ PIN (4) r--D]_ D-M-ESTD. SPRUE BUSHING
\ \ Y.!·13 S.H'C'S7IS)· 0 I' SPfCIFY. 0.& R. OIMENS:ON ..\ r- O·,.,·E STD: LOCATING RING
\ \ R " SPECIFY CATALOG NUMBlR
\.\ -- .' . ,': .
1t:...-.T----'F-!"- '--4---"---"'~"-++'+-~+-I -SECTION Z-Z
I I - ;;-13 s.Ji.c~. (6)
: L;, 0.0. TUBUlAR OOWEL(2)L IDIAGONAI.lYOPPDSrnl. £,---------1
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APPENDIX B. TEST RESULTS FOR HIPS
HIPS with UD=13
8
Outer
6 7
Inller
2 3 4 I 5
13.0 "!see r---------------;.-------------..,
26-1 233
Avorago
303
H'J
301
3 C~
3 C5
3((;
3 Col
~ 10
3 C5 H6 3 Cl3 \ 2 '.>3
J L:' } YJ ) UJ 1 ;.; I.', 'It;!: Li.
303 292 3fJl: 16', 26E ~35
301 2 E9 307: 15'3 26: 2 3~
2 S9 HO 3 00 I i 6J 26~ 1 3'
2 ~:9 2 !l1 3m I i. f{I ? G~ 2 33
r-3C2j- 2-s2T---303-t-- 2(1) _.. ;-- 26~-T·234-···
251
253
0.31
1.09 I 0.91
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
(11 302 3(1 2EG 3~ I :65 27C 228 25e
(21 :2 96 :2 S7 20~ 3 O~ :; 6~ 27\ ~33 257
(31 ) C, H1 Uti 1£1;1 " G2 :LGi' 2 ~~ :2 ~~
(~I -~ ('.1 ) '-! ) L' i [f, ; l-.l .1,'; ) JI J .' t,f
(5) 3 CO 300 26:" 302 ;: &3 21;~ ~ 37 :' 5t
(61 :2 Sol :2 '23 2:>8 200 'G:"l 26:: 233 25.1
AverD!!' 1 ~y I ),,7 I 2 t~2 I 'j 1.1.' : -; \'j }ht? I ) " .~ ( ..J'
. c~ I 1 ce I 1(12 I 110 1 [95 o':IE I jffi oJ5
1.07 0.93
~.c I
1 2 ) 4 I ~ Ii 1 8
(11 :.' :-U HI, lltl ) ~J I ;.; ! J .! U~ lJl.J 1 'J'
(7) ) :::3 IE:' IFJ 2 ~l2 I I C~l IAI ,.If, :'.:;::I
(31 2 S3 2E2 2E3 2 g' I ::0 281 246 234I
(41 :2 92 ~ 79 ~ C' 100 I : 63 2 He loU .., --I. _ ::l.
~I .1 ~'..J lCJ 2 t~... ~ ~lJ I " !U 2 J~ .: JJ ..' :J~I
(61 2 ~G He He ~£t5 I • T::: 28' 2g) 2 iO" ,0
---~_.- . ~
-1 - r -5E6-T -- -- - • . 28:-' .. - .--- '.- - ---I\v.laQ. 2~5 1 E3 193 I .. ;w. n6 23::·
.'
C? I 1\.3 I '.l ~IJ I 10: C9:.1 Ill'; I j~O u ~(
30 HI
1.03 097
1 2 ) 4 5 6 1 8
(1, ::? ~g ~ ~G H.4 30' = ~, J ." 2Q' ::? 7C,. .f
(7) • ~ II ) ~H ) t 0f, i I~, ; cl.! 1 " ) ~:t/· .' ,'I
(3) 2 ~'9 ~ ~8 ~ ff, 3 CIS : ~n .3 .: ~ g; ~ it
(41 ~ ~9 2 ~9 :-E\) 305 : 93 3 '; ~ 97 2 iE
(51 2 ~g ::? ~8 1 (6 3CtS : 9~ 3' : ' o~ 2 ie• - f
ll'1 H0 ;> '£1 :' F7 ,ru i (\l l .' it)) :' iF• '1
I I I • IAveraQCl 2 ?9 Ha ~E\) 305 I : gl 3': ~~ :2 iE
• CI I 1 01 I ) ~7 I 103 T : 9~ lot I 1CO 032
100 1.00
lIS
HIPS with L/O=26
13.0 "/sec Inner Outer
0.881.12
1 2 3 4 : 5 6 7 8
(1) 331 331 307 329 I 250 263 234 259I
(2) 33) 330 3.03 3.29 I 2.52 2.&3 238 261
(3) 332 331 306 331 I 253 265 237 262I
(~) EO 332 306 330 I 254 265 236 261I(5) 33) 332 30G 329 I 251 2.65 236 259
(6) 331 333 306 322 I 252 265 237 262I
Average 331 I 332 I 3.07 I 3.26 I 2.52 I 2.65 I 236 I 261
1 14 I 1.15 I 106 I 1 14 I 087 I 0.92 I 0.82 I 090
I
B.O ",'sec
1 2 3 4 I S 6 1 8
(1) 323 329 3 O~ 323 I :1 51 265 :1 35 260I
(2) 325 329 305 ., ")" I 252 267 2 }1' 261..... ::1 I(3) 321 324 300 320 I 252 262 233 2 -7::>'
(~) 3~ 328 30' 326 I 2 tlB 257 2 37 261I
(5) 326 330 3 O~ 326 I 253 :' 57 237 262I(6) 3 :kJ 3 ';0 3 O~ 325 I :254 267 2.38 263
Averaqe 315 r-3~ I 3 :'4 1 252 I 755 I 236 I 26\I
1 13 I 1 14 I 10G I 1 13 I 088 I 0.93 I 0.82 I 091
1.12 0.88
's I
1 2 3 4 I 5 6 1 8
(1) 3~3 321 :2 92 3 19 I "l "., :' 69 236 261_::>.
(l) 319 325 ) 95 322 I 754 !71 2 37 ::' 6.1I
(3) 319 319 290 ~ 10 I 251 :,p 23:; 261I
U) 3 -,-, 3 ')~ 293 3.21 I 254 27C) :2 37 :2 63... ...
(5) 3 ;(1 3 :) 293 370 I :' 57 :> 6g 23[) :' 67I
(6) 322 323 293 ": ')"l I :2 53 :' 7Cl 237 2 G3
... --
AVQraqll 321 I 322 I .2 93 I '320 I 253 I 269 I :I 35 I 262
113 I 113 I 103 I 1 13 : 089 I 095 I 083 I 092
3 0 "'-ec
1.10 0,90
1 ~ ",'sec
0.911.09
1 2 3 4 : 5 6 1 8
(1) 3 1!:. 319 283 3 ,~ I ~ 53 274 234 2GBI(l) 3::01 3 :9 292 322 I ~o3 ~?7 :2 37 ~ 74
(3) 313 371 i 87 3 12 I ., -- ') ~- /35 255I ~. ':\') • I")
(~) 313 3 "\~ 286 3 12 I "\ C~ VG """l ~ .. ~6G..... I ... ,J;) .. -,0(5) 3 1~ 3 -,;, 288 31-1 I ~ 57 271 2 37 :2 G?-~
rGl 311 318 283 3 10 I "l -- 275 "\ ~- 266.. ::OJ oiL .J:l
Avcraqo 315 I 3 "l"l I :: 87 I :3 1-1 I :' 57 I ~ 76 I "l "'- I :' 68..... _ . .:-b
111 I 113 I 1 O~ I , 10 . o?J I o~7 I 083 I 09-1I
,
\\q
HIPS with L/D=39
13.0 "/sec Inner Outer
0.851.15
1 2 3 4 : 5 6 1 8
(1) 3.18 3.33 3.10 327 228 252 223 21.3
(2) 315 3.31 307 323 226 2049 221 239
(3) 320 3 35 3 12 328 229 252 222 ? I.')
(4) 319 335 310 328 230 251 222 ? 1.1
(5) 316 333 300 321. 228 ;;> 49 220 239
(61 317 3.33 307 325 i 229 250 220 21.0
Averaqe 3.18 I 3.33 I 3m I 326 228 I 251 I 221 I 21.1I
NO Value 1 1~ I 120 I 1.11 I 1 17 082 I 090 I 080 I 086
I
8.0 "ISllC
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 6
(11 312 3 31 3US 322 I .no 2 b2 223 2 ,,:;:
(21 30B 3jj 3[0 3 J~ 229 252 222 21.2
(3) 3 11 323 303 323 229 :2 52 213 2 II
(4) 3 13 331 303 320 230 252 223 IC:
(5) :1 12 '323 307 3 jf) ng ;57 122 /.t.j
(61 313 323 304 3 LO 229 253 223 21.2
Averaqe 312 I 3)) I 303 I 321 : 229 I 252 I 223 I 21.2
NO Value 1 13 I 1 19 I 1.10 I I 16 »83 I 091 I 081 I 087
1.14 0.86
, I
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8
(1) 308 3.23 2.97 3 :0 ,'p 2.\9 218 239_ .1
(2) 306 323 2% 319 2:.'6 2.\9 ') ',' 239- .,
(3) 307 3.3\ 298 319 127 250 2 19 230
(4) 307 3 31 297 319 226 2.\9 218 HO
(5) 308 332 293 3 17 2:.>6 250 216 239
(6) 30.1 323 295 320 225 24i 2 18 21.0
AVefilQe 307 I 3.3) I 297 I J 19 226 I 2.19 I 218 I 239
NO Value 1 12 I 121 I 1m I 1 17 : 083 I 09\ I 080 I 007
30 "'sec
1.15 0.85
1.5 "!sec
0.861.14
1 2 3 4 : 5 6 1 8
(1) :; 06 333 2~ 3 "''' :' 27 :' 51 :' '0 :' ~B...
(2) ~ O~ 323 2:£ 318 :' 25 250 lOG .2 :;6
(3) 302 -, T' 28::, 31E 2~ 25' 20l:J 2 ::5J._O
(-1) 302 ,3-'- 284 3 17 2~ :.' 5' "1 • , 2 3~~:l ~ '-
(5) 303 3 27 28<1 317 217 252 2 12 2 :8
(6) :; OJ 3 "17 284 316 I 2:'9 ;> 53 I. ~3 2/.0
Averaqe 3 OJ ! 323 1 2~::1 I 3 15 2 ...,~ I ;> 51 I 2 ~O I 237~.
NO V"Ille 1 12 I 121 I iCC I 1 1(J 03.\ I 093 I 078 I OeD
I
I~O
APPENDIX C. TEST RESULTS FOR ABS
ASS with LID = 13
Inner Outer
1 2 3
"
5 G 7 8
(1) :' 89 308 300 281 1.r 18-' 159 h8
(2) 290 304 296 :!8~ I i3 181, '60 170
(3) 290 300 '29'.i 2 OJ 173 1[3 ~ Gl 1 70
(4) 292 32:' 3 i 1 2.78 Hi5 I 77 153 le1
(5) 20G 305 '297 '2 OJ 1r If,) ~ GO 1 i:Cl
t6} 290 304 29.\ 2.87 112 1E6 159 1.70
AV81aQI 290 I 308 I 299 I :283 171 I 183 I 159 I H8
NO Value 12S I 1.33 i i~-122 ~ O}4 I 079 I O.GS I }72
1.27 0.73
80 ",'sec
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 : 5.00 6.00 1.00 8.00
(1) 2 82 291 2 84 n·, I \.i6 192 · 6G 177I
(2) 2 AR /97 :' 0" lin I 1 iR 19/ ' FoR , :=1
(3) 282 291 ~ 8U lJ4 I 1n 192 ~ 5~ U:UI
(4) 273 2 flG 79.1 / A1 I , iO 1~ '7:1 , :'1I
(5) 2 OJ :2 9G 2 OJ '270 I 1 79 195 · 70 1 -;3
(6) 282 291 283 2 i5 l 177 191 ' 66 1 :0
Average 202 I 292 i 20!i '2 .,.., I 1 iG I 1:(; I 1 G9 I 1 :n10'
NO Valuo 122 I i2G I 1.23 1 19 016 I 083 I 073 I CJ 78
1.23 0.77
10 ",'set
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00
(1) 2 69 :2 67 / 58 '263 183 IS? : i.l 1 ::1
(2) :2 69 267 '258 263 183 I )7 • 74 1 :7
(3) 270 269 260 264 183 1:'13 · ;., l:i
(4) ;>71 "l"" '2 GJ '2 l';.l 10' 1'3i ~ 71 1 ~J.< I ~
(5) 271 271 263 :'63 18' I 97 ~i3 1:5
"') 770 no no I. G.l 1 G~ 19) ~ 73 121;
Aversao :UO I 2 6~ ! 260 , 26.\ I U32 I 191 I , ;4 I 1:13
NO Vallll 120 I , 20 I I 16 I I 17 I a 8~ I 087 I 077 I 0:3
1.18 0.82
, I
1.0D 1.00 3.00 4.00 I 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00
(1) 2 Gi 260 250 255 I 172 1;(: ~ G~ , 7-;
(2) 265 263 252 258 I I ~, IS( • 64 InI I.
(3) ; 8ft ?fi3 ::' 1).& no I 1 i' l:<to ~ f,J I 71I
(4) :.:' Gb .'6:' .. ~3 .. b~ I 1t:~ I -:.i ' bl 1 !!l
(5) :? 63 :?60 ; 50 :' '56 I I -"l IS( · 6J , 78I 1-
161 ~ 7~~ .'64 ..: l~1 ..: b9 I , eJ I " ~ ~ 6:' 1 1J.
I\VQI3g. :? 6: , 267 :2 51 :'&0 , 170 I I 91 I · 63 I , i6I
NO Vi'llu! . "")" i ~ :'3 "! ~:) 1 19 : Ii iG I ;1 :3? I 07:; , . ~n' ':,.
1 0 ~'soc
1.20 0.60
ASS with LID =26
13.0 "rocc Inner Outer
1 2 3 ~ I 5 6 7 8
(') :;> 64 3 19 Lea In I 133 In. i 157 lED
(2) 278 305 285 272 I I La 175 145 151I
(3) 2.62 318 ne 170 I 136 177 1 ~o 161
(4) 274 3.02 28J 272 I 150 1 79 148 153I
(5) 2.70 3.03 2.62 7. 81 I 1 l3 I 71 1.54 1&5I(61 2.78 3.01 2.79 2.71 I 150 118 147 152
Avoraqo 2.71 I 3D? I 2.78 I 273 I , 43 I 1 75 I 149 I 1.57I
flO Value 1.23 I 1.41 I 1.27 I ~ .2~ I 065 I 0.80 I 0.E8 1 072
1.29 0.71
sec I
1 2 3 ~ I 5 6 7 8
(1) 263 30J 276 Ifl I 150 : 89 1 ~I? 1 <=..1
(2) 281 2'; '27J 277 I 155 ; 71. 1 dE '53I
(3) 262 30S 7. 81 :2 ':8 I I 1.7 188 lEG 151I
(oS) 278 1.90 '27~ :2 71 I 151, 1 76 146 1 'J7
(5) 2.74 2.91\ 2/0 271 I 155 1 75 1:0 1 5/I
(6) 2.63 1.9? 274 2 EI. I , 50 1 g, iS7 153
Avoraqo 2.72 I l.9? I :U5 I 2.67 I , 52 I , 82 I 1.S4 I lS5
NO Value 1.24 I 1.35 I 125 I 1 -.'"> : 069 1 OB3 I 0.70 I 071"L
80"/
1.27 0.73
2 0 ",'sec
0.741.26
1 2 3 ~ : 5 G 1 8
(') i. 65 278 ') 52 76'3 I 1 "i' t i1 1 4~ 1 :'4I
(2) :I 5~ 275 '2 :~ ') 70 I 1 L8 170 1 43 152
(3) :2 65 277 ') 51 :2 EI. I 1 5 ~ 1 71 14.1 15<1I
(4) 2.71 195 "') c:::; 7. E2 I 1 5'2 , 7~ t<1e 1 53
- -,- I
(5) 26·1 27'6 2 ~c :2 b3 I 15' 1 7U 1 41, 1 S.1
(til 2.o~ 2.8J 7.S5 7. 1:1 I 151 1 75 1.<17 iSl\1
·1 I I I ----. I IAvorago 2.65 2.19 253 2 E5 151 ! 172 14" 1 S.1
NO Value 1'"'" I 133 I LC 1 ',:'G I o~ ... o8~ I DEe, I on-=> I.
I
1 0 ",'sec
0.721.28
1 2 ) .. : 5 6 7 8
(') i 5J ')73 ::' :c :' i=[J I 1 ~. 11:6 1 ~.~ 1 J::'I
(l) :: S:l :75 :1 45 2l:E I I £0 : EJ i .. 1.15
(3) ; 57 ~ 7i:. ') 4~ 1 C:~ I 1 6( :~ 1 ,13~ -'- I 1 1.0 1
(4) .: 52 '::11 .! 4~ 2 ~~i I 1 I.:. 1 bi 1 ;'1 1 .1:-I
(5) ~S3 2.15 ~ 4~ :' tb I 1 3~1 163 1~ 1 .1j
(6) :.:n ~.b8 2S3 lEti I 1 3Y 150 1 '-'; 14':>I
AvoraQo 2.61 I ~.73 1 :!47 I 2 ~5 I .40 ! 1b3 I 1':':: I 1 4':>I
NO Value 1.23 I 135 I '.:-2 I ~ .:6 I 060 I 081 I Ot6 I C 72
I
ASS with LID = 39
13.0 "/s~c Inner Outer
0.721.28
1 2 3 01 : 5 6 7 8
(1) 242 299 2.74 25f.l I 132 185 135 136I
121 244 293 271 254 I , 35 184 '34 US
(3) 233 29t 274 246 I 132 187 136 138I
HI 241 295 2.72 25f.l I , 3' 1 0.\ 1 40 1 40I(5) 245 290 272 255 I , 33 184 '32 , 44
16l 243 295 27.\ 243 I 130 186 135 UOI
AvcrilQc 2.42 I 2 9~ I 273 I 2.51 I 1.32 I 185 I 135 I 1.39
HOVaiulI 1 17 I ,n I , 32 I 1 21 I 064 I 090 I 066 I 067
I
8.0 "'sec
1.00 2.00 3.00 HO I 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00
(11 245 297 2 71 254 : 1 31 1 63 1 4: 1 38
121 244 298 : 71 254 I 1 3C , 83 1 40 1 38I(31 242 297 :: 71 2 -:'1 I 1 31 1 Hoi 1 .1.\ 1 39
loll 24{) J 12 : CO 24,:' I 1 ..,- 199 130 1 21I LL
(5) 2.." 2 98 2 73 252 I 1 31 200 1 .\1 1 37I
161 2 13 3 26 2 95 225 I 1 It 1 81 156 1 22
AvcrilQc 233 I 305 I : 78 I 247 : , 27 I 188 I 1 42 I 1 33
NO Value 115 I 1 1.7 I , 3.1 I 119 I 061 I I) 9l I 069 I 06.1
1.29 0.71
J I
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 I 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00
(1) 244 29' i 58 ? ::-;:, I 1 22 , 49 1 ?7 1 32L ....oJ L'
121 249 280 250 253 I 1 25 , 46 1 24 , 34I
(31 243 LiE :: 4B 2:.3 I 1 :'~ loll) 123 1 3.1I
loll 251 281 251 2 C1 I 1 2C 1-10 1 2~ , 35
(51 249 280 ::50 2 S~ I , :'5 1 .\7 125 , 3.\I
(6) 24-3 2 eo 250 253 I 126 1 .18 1?- 13.1L~
Aver aqo 243 I 282 I 251 I 259 I , "'.r:; I 1-17 I , 25 I , 34L~
NO Value 1 Lo I 1 1.3 I 1 28 I 1 32 : 061. I I) 7~ I 06.\ I 0&8
20 "'soc
1.32 0.68
1 0 ",sec
0.651.35
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 : 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00
(11 224 297 : 59 251 I 1 12 1 .t8 121 1 20I
121 23) 280 : 45 ~ S) I 11:; 138 1 13 1:5
(3) 2 3:'1 ? 83 ; 4~ 1-:'1 I 1°f.. 1 olD 1 13 123I I.
(.$) ~ 33 no 2 ~5 2:;.J I 11': 1 .,~ 1 13 123I oJ.(5) ~ 33 ~ 81 :53 2 "'S I 1 1; 138 1 16 1 ~1
161 233 2 -0 2H 25J : 1 1t I 37 1 13 1 23(,
Averaqc 235 I 2B3 I 2 ~9 I 25J I 1 1': I 1.010 I 1 15 I 1 23
NO Valuo 1)S I 150 I 1 32 I 1 32 I 060 I Oil I (\ 61 I 065
I
123
APPENDIX D. TEST RESULTS FOR HDPE
HOPE with LID =13
13.0 ~,$OC Inner Outer
1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8
(11 275 27: ~69 2:8 23'3 Hd 227 2.36
(21 276 27" 268 270 237 ~ 4" 227 236
(31 277 ~ 74 269 2E9 2~ ':~4 2Tt 236
(41 275 274 :.67 270 234 .: ~5 223 138
(51 2 It; 2 l5 i 6~ L 69 "1."31 .. .IS ~ J3 db
(61 "277 27~ UU l10 226 2 .I~, L'd ::-31
Ave ril qe :' i6 I 174 ,1,9 1 /.:lj I 'J :t, I ) .b I } 77 i ~i----- - .. ",,--._- I ~ -- -- _ .. _- .HO Villue 103 1 DE I 1 DC I:() 093 Q9[. 000 093
1.07 0.93
0.931.07
lOec I
1 2 3 .. I 5 6 7 8
(11 21] 214 i til {Ill I L :,{l ) 41' ~) ;\j ;. J)I(21 ITl J. ~ ... i C7 i't:C I 7 ~li / A:, 7 :?1 ? '10u
(31 27l 27.1 i 68 2 E8 I 237 2 4(: 231 237I
(41 275 2.1.1 ~69 :2 c9 I 2;.9 .: 47 223 238
(51 275 .: 74 :69 270
,
228 .: ~7 2)) 239I
(61 2T3 .: :-·1 :68 2E9 I 237 : 47 2)) 238.
AvcrMo :2 71. I ~ 74 : 68 I 2:;9 I 237 I ;: ~t) I 2Y.l ~ 'F......
HO Value ~03 I 10: 105 I 1:6 i 093 I G~)1 I 000 I 0')3,
70"'
30 "Isec
1 2 3 .. I 5 6 7 8
(11 :2 61 ~ 6: :5~ 2 :G I 240 ;; 51 233 .2 1.0I
(21 261. ~ 64 : 50 :: :8 I 242 ~ 54 23t :: 1.3
I(31 ~ l{, .. 1)4 l5l:1 ..I ~~t I ~ ~~ : !l~ L1 J.L l"t •
(41 7n~ ) (;7 ; ~ln ;> :n I ~ 4l ; r~ :' Of. ~' ~JI
(51 :2 0: JG7 i ~9 1:-9 I 2.11i :15.1 2J5 ? l~
rei 2(f.; ') r,; - r7 ? rn I j jl ; 'i.1 j'Yj 1'3, J. .u I
A..... rllq. 265 I 263 ~ -57 I 2.:8 I 2.D I ; -5.1 I 23l 2~3
"0 Valuo 'OS I , 0: 102 I 1 :2 I 0% I 101 I 093 096
1,04 0.96
o.~ -'~ec
3 ~ I 5 G 7 8
: cO
253
(1) 223 .: 2:: ~ 08 2 .~ : 254
(21 221 223 :06 2:2 I 259,
(31 :! I:' 224 =06 ~ 1-4 I 2t:.7
(41 2 ':3 U,2 dB ~.:; I .:-W
~):"1 );" ;111 ~'lr. 1:'1;1 ;n ;-OJ;; ,"'.1
1It'\ t " ,') ") ,. I I I , ., •{Of • •• • ., • l~' • , , • l" i .U • 4.L ( ,..,4
-H;.;,A;,;.,:~:.;.r:;:';II:L:·.-f-""'::"~ ~~--r- -~~~- -~ ~-~~ -1- ~ ~~_·t-- ~ ~~---I- ~ ~I----~~--~- ~'~5--
0.89 , 1.11
HOPE with LID =26
13.0 -'sec Inner Outer
, 2 3 4
J
5 6 7 8
(') 273 :2 76 2 57 271 • ")-Y' 2.39 214 223... _0
(2) 270 ?73 '2.55 i.71 ~28 24O :2 15 23j
(3) 272 213 2.55 263 226 24O 2 16 23J
(~) 274 277 253 273 2 ~3 241 2 18 231
(5) 275 277 '257 275 223 2.10 2 18 233
161 275 277 253 273 228 2.13 219 232
Average 273 I 276 I 257 I 272 i2B I '2.1\ I 2 17 I 231
NO ValuQ 110 I 111 I 103 I 103 091 I 097 I 087 I 093
1.08 0.92
0.921.08
Isec I
, 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8
(1) 271 2.73 2S::; 2 G3 I 22G 2.10 210 2 )J
I(2) 272 27-1 i 5::, L 70 I /28 ? .10 220 2:0
(3) 271 ,74 i 5::' in I /73 2.1\ 7 19 ~ 31I
(.t) H2 ~75 ~57 172 I 23J 2.12 2 18 232
(5) :: 71 27t. - • 7 272 1 ~ 2~ .2 41 219 .2 33~.":>. 1
(61 272 :;7t. :2.53 272 I 223 2 ·11 2 18 23Jt
AVOHlQO 2TJ I 274 I 2S
'
I .2 71 I :: :29 I :1 4\ r :1 19 I 231
NO Value 1m I 1 10 I , 03 I 1(J) I Og2 I Og7 i 088 I 0"33
I
10 -
30 -/soc
, 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8
('1 :1 5t. :2 0:' :i t.7 :2 61 233 2J.l 2 19 235
(2) ::63 :2&7 :A3 251 233 .2 45 2 19 ~£,
(3) :. 6S :. 67 243 2' 61 .2 33 .:: 46 2:.'0 2±l
(.t) 205 253 243 262 233 2 JG :! 20 2£
(5) 2G4 Lv3 :: 47 2 G2 23J i 45 219 2 ):'
/61 ;; £)4 267 247 261 -, ~ ... 245 219 2 )~L. ")..J
AverilQe 2l..i I 267 I 243 I 2Gl 23J I '2 J5 I 2 19 I - -,-
·
.i. J~l
ND Value 1(17 I 103 I 10J I ,m (,9.1 I J 99 I 089 I 03:.
1.05 0,94
0.5 ~lS()C
1.160.84
, 2 3 ~ : 5 6 1 8
(1) 1 93 2 12 1 -., 201 I '2 GS 290 ~ ~!j 272\.>' I
(2) 1% ilU 1 7<;, ; 01 I ; 53 ? 90 ~u. 271
(3) ? 03 ; 03 1 i? :I OJ I 1f,7 :;> 97 HE> ; 711
fil 1 ~S :; 15 1 71 : 01 I : 65 ? 91 2 t 1 :' 71I
(5) 193 :; 12 1 12 :; 03 I :' 69 29:0 lH ~ .73-
(6) :'OJ 1 287 ~ 39:11 175 191 I 2GS :' 7]
·1--~~1-0---T-1-,-3" --j-'.-:"0)---1---'_""67 --.-r-------1· -----] - .,-Avoraqo 1~.3 .! ~u . 2 t3 ~ ?~
NO Value CB:> I G91 I ('7S I C' 83 I 1 IS I 12'5 I 1C~ I 1 17
•
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HDPE with LID =39
13.0 "'sec Inner Outer
1 2 3 4
I
5 6 7 8
(1) 2 46 255 H:2 :2 67 I 201 208 :2 02 2 "r
-""
(2) 246 :2 55 2 t.t. 269 201 2 11 :2 02 222
(3) 2/;7 256 2 t.B HO :2 00 212 :2 02 224
(4) 2 ~9 253 2 to7 268 201 2 11 2 :)3 221
(5) 248 ,55 /.107 ,68 ;:> 01 2 12 :> 0, ., _..•. i:'
/6) 21.8 255 2 "5 268 202 212 202 221
Average 2 ~7 I 2.55 I 21.6 I 268 : 201 I 21\ \ 202 I 222
Total AVQ. 107 I 1 10 I \ G6 I 116 I 087 I 091 I 087 I 0%
1.10 0.90
I
1 2 3 4 I 5 6 1 8
(1) 2 ~9 255 216 267 I 202 2 11 203 223
(2) 21.8 256 21.6 267 I 202 212 204 .., -"..I _ .. L
(3) 21.7 '" -- 21.7 267 I 202 211 202 223(. :>:> I(4) 2 ~5 255 2 ~5 265 I 202 210 21)3 22.1
(5) 21.0 253 218 267 I 203 215 2 OS .... -TI a;. ,-_
(6) ::1 45 2.55 21.4 265 I "203 2\3 2CJ3 22-=
Averllqo 247 I 255 I 21.6 I ::66 I "202 I 212 I 203 I 224
Total Ava. 107 I 1 \0 I 1 06 I 115 : 087 I 091 I 083 I OS-6
10 "'sec
1.09 0.91
3.0 "'soc
0.931.07
o5 ~"sec
1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8
(1) 241 248 239 2.64 I 206 :2 17 203 227I
(2) 2.1.4 ~49 244 266 I 208 219 210 2 ',).~
(3) 243 :? 49 241 :':64 I 207 :ill 203 2::'8\
(4) 2 <12 250 "241 :: 67 I 208 J18 2 1:) 2 :l::I
(5) 21\2 ~ ~O "21,1 2.bJ I 2 OJ .? \8 2\1) 2:t
(6) H3 249 2t.2 :2 65 I 207 :2 \8 :' O~ :2 ;€I
Average :2 43 I 249 I :2 "1 I 255 I 207 I :2 18 I :2 10 I 2;.E
Tota' AvCl. 10J I 107 I IN I 1 101 I 089 I 0901 I o~J I o~E
I
1 '] 3 4 I 5 6 7 8
(') .-.., 1 ClCl I i3 :; 1~ I ? ~O i 5('1 :' J) ?FE• I. I
(7) , E; 1 (;11 I if) .. 10 I ;> ::11 ;' o1R -; 3) HE. I
(3) I FJ: I R3 11'9 :; n:, I ) ," ;- ;;3 -; j) '/ 7r.,
(4) I El 1 A':; I i7 ;. In I ;>-;3 i 53 )'>,7 :' 71I
(5) : f3 185 I i5 ;m I '/ ~..: i 5J '} 37 ? 7f
I(6) t E2 1(l.t I (lJ £.02 I r- 25S 2.13 .... --'::1 ... i';
AvelaQe 155 I 168 I 1 73 I 203 : .: 33 I 252 i 2 33 I 27C
Tolill Avg. 0(6 I 0\37 I oro I (09G I 108 I 1 1:' I 1 11 I ~ :::
0.85 1.15
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I MOLD FILLING/COOLING ANALYSIS PARAMETERS I
DOW: MAGNUM* 1040 ASS
Power Law Model Coemcients
Thermal conductivity 0.15 W/m<>C
Spec!fic hea%td1l0W 2000 Jlkg<>C A = 1.93 E-fOO
Specific heatc;'1Il0ld 2000 Jlkg<>C B ::: -7.076 E*01
Melt density 1000 kg/m3 C ::: *1.671 E*02
No flow temperature 140 "'C
Ejection temperature 121 "c
Transition Temperature 105 "'C Cross/AJThenius Model Constants
n ::: 0.25349
t *::; 8.0342 E..04 Pa
B - 7.3572 E~9 P~s IApparent . Ttt - 1.4111 E+04 K
Temperature Shear rate ViSCOSity
"'C 1~ P~s
CrosslWLF Model Constants
220 1000 355.7
240 100 1226.0 n ::: 0.2535
240 1000 266.7 t~ ::; 8.602 E+04 Pa
240 10000 50.7 D1 = 9.443 E+13 Pa-s
j 260 100 817.9 D,- 373.16 K260 1000 201.7 A;= 32.34-
A2 = 51.6 K
L-.........................__..__...................
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NOVA CHEMICALS' ENHANCED IMPACT POLYSTYRENE 782
MOLDFLOW DATA
Desaiption
romily HilmC STYREHICS IPS, SA'~ SM,.)
Trade r~amp. 78}
'-l1'Inufilcturer NOVA Cht'fl1Ic:aI~
family AbbreVk'ltlon H1I'S
M3lerli11 Stl\lcture Amorphou~
Diltil Sou ret: Othef
D,lle Lusl I-I<ldilicd OCT }1·JOOS
Dille Teqed
Data ~latus Confidential
,-1.,lenaI 10 782
Grildc COOt: Nl82
SUlllJlcl Code NOVA711
IIlJel ~if tllcr~ UnliUCIl
"'ame 182 ' NOVA alemi(al~
Recommended Proceumll
I®lt! TI...'fnpl~dllJ'l! 1°C] 49
Nelt Iem~r"ture I"el 777
I-\old Temp (min.) (Oll 71
I-\old T~mp (lTlilx) lOr.) ~4
Nell 1emp, (min 1 1"(1 J1(,
l"1ell Temp. (milX ) I'll B8
f1c1l TClI'p (.Ilr,olulc IIklX ) 1°C] J60
1:1~nlOn rt'fl1J1"lillurc! (~CJ 81
'1.lXifTlum She." Stress ,1r-IPill 0.1
11.Ixirnum 511\.\." Rille 11/\1 40,000
MechaniCAl Propertle$
[knlie r-'odulus E (0'1 IIMPd! 7 t~7
nl~llc Moduhl~ l: (~Ol IIMPIl] 7 197
POlswu'S RilllO \ ,: r ) 0.401
P015~l's R.'IIO \:\ ( ) 0.401
Sheill Modulus (;" IMPel 764
I helmal tXp.3nSJOn '" (0"' I(lloC IlAt·O~
Itlerrr.I\II:xp..'1nSl('In "'; (90") (l l C'C 8.51[05
Tpo..,lp Srrp<,.. "I Vi"lcl (MP", 75
sll,lin ,II ll'l'.lk r>t;" 50
DensilV
Hell I Ig/<m'l I U 93891
SOhtll IlJ/C"m'l I 1.0)}]
2-Domllan TlIit PVT Model
h, [K] 1(,7
h. (KiP,,] } 9'>fOI
h,_ (m'/kgl 0.0009854
lJ;_ [ml/(kgK)j 595)( 07
h,_ JPi~l I 1l06F .. O/l
11 •• II/KI 0003/64
b" lm'/kg) 0,00098~4
b~ I[m'/(kct·K)] Z.4/9t:.-OI
h.. IPd] }/iIlF+O&
lJ.., Il/K) 0,00441 )
lJ, Im',IkQl 0
h, !t/K) u
b. lI/r'l) 0
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NOVA CHEMICALS' ENHANCED IMPACT POLYSTYRENE 782
MOLDFLOW DATA
(continued)
VI(200ll('~HL,ldllow Vi~lY';ll ... In:kx
Melt MilSS-Flow Rilte (MFR)
Icnl~'<ltll~ lUll .lUU
[("xl I~ul ~
I·hl~urod ,.,fR (g!lOrnln.) ')
T., •., I (Oe I ss
Juncture Loss Method Coefficients
[, IIIW'(1L,») I
(, I II I
Cross-WLF Viscosity HodeJ
n 11 0.3275
(Pal 2\,l21.4
D, (Pil·sl 1691t·l4!
0, KI 37l
0 1 (KiP,"'1 0
A ! I IR.77
A, !K] 51.6
Second Order VISCOln~ Model
A 19.902
B -081847
C 0.0749
0 -0.01637
E 0.001901'1
F II 9 <)77f-05
Shear It.-.le (1"'111.) [ lis) 10
SIlP.ar R<lle (l-4ax.) [ 1/5) IF.Oli
I!xten5ion Viscosity Mo el (3D)
"
I r I
B I I J
I TranSition Temrralure
Thermal Conductivity
H~ting/
Temp. k Coollno Rate
lOC] (w/(m·oC» [OC/S]
235 o 184 a
21() 0.18C, 0
1% 0178 0
176 0176 0
1~(, 0.172 0
1)6 a 171 0
11(, o 1/2 0
9b 017 0
l& o 162 0
55 0.158 0
37 o 162 0
36 O.Hi 0
Specific Heat
Heating/
Temp. c. Cooling Rate
roC) £lI(kg-OCn rOC/51
130 U21 0.1'333
220 2207 0.3333
710 ") IRI -01n1
2UU 2,146 '0 JJJ3
190 2,115 -03333
160 2089 '03333
110 2,O~9 ,0.))))
160 2.030 0.3333
1'i0 I 993 -0.3.133
1-10 1 960 -0.3333
1)0 1,9.10 -03.133
12U 1,899 -0.3333
110 1,870 -0.3333
100 1,833 ·0.3.133
<)0 I 737 0.3.133
80 1,576 -03.13]
70 1487 ·o·nn
60 1,-\.3] ·a.3.B3
so 1,389 ·0.3333
Ddil\lll rnn.11·1~mc in Itn'.'n
I.. , ....~~·"\ .. ~ ....I, "II.I" .......1 .. tr·')I~·.·"', .. ~h.,.;t~ •• , .. ·t'.I ..I~ ...--.tt ..fl·l· •• ~.' ..· ,~I·l.:l! .... '~.. ,·,' ... ,'.· .. ",' "' ••
\.it ... .".: ... '! ;Jt ...... '. ,.1 \I\}',.A C...... ,1\..', ,.Jfll~J~," ..,.,; l~ ,\ t~.:•• I ~'J C. I• ..,." '~t _I v' toO i.' ~-\ .. "It, ',,'I ,,", .". :1, '" fI"
~,. '" ,':.
VITA
Rhyu Kevin Takarada, born June 25, 1980, is the son of entrepreneurial parents,
Tony and Lilly Takarada. As a second generation, strong emphasis was placed onto
Kevin to maintain cultural identity, thereby over the course of 12 years Kevin and his
older sister Yoko, attended a local school in Japan during their American summer breaks.
The other 9 months were spent in Miami but with the family business growing and
becoming ever busier. Kevin began to work week-ends at the family restaurants at the
ageofl3.
After graduating from Christopher Columbus High School in 1998. Kevin
attended Bucknell University in Lewisburg, PA. where he received a Bachelor of Science
degree in Mechanical Engineering in 2002. As the first graduating class after 9/11. jobs
were scarce yet Kevin was able to find work as a RID intern at Johnson & Johnson in NJ.
There he helped to develop new cardiac surgical devices and ultimately build an
appreciation and interest in the field of RID. After J&J. Kevin worked as a product
engineer for Honda Transmission Mfg. in Ohio. As the project leader for the 2005 Honda
Odyssey Transmission. Kevin was assigned the overwhelming task of assuring quality of
the product prior to mass production. Utilizing his Japanese linguistic skills. i\1r.
Takarada was able to better amalgamate the two culturally clashing sides of American
manufacturing. and Japanese RiD. Successful product launch came in the summer of
~004. at the same time Kevin decided to return back to the academic tield.
At Lehigh University. ~1r. Takarada initially pursued a ~1aster of Engineering
degree. but ,,'ith persuasion from Dr. John Coulter. the degree sought was changed to a
1.'0
Master of Science. Immediately after meeting Dr. Coulter, Kevin became a member of
the Manufacturing Science Laboratory head by John Coulter himself. There he worked
with Beaumont Technologies Inc., and began the study that ultimately amounted to this
thesis.
Upon completion of his Master of Science degree, Mr. Takarada will work with a
medium sized company called CML Technologies in Hackensack NJ, where he \",ill
design new lighting equipment for the automotive industry. His long term goals are to
continue to learn through attendance at local universities, and continue to travel overseas
to experience the various cultures that exist outside of the states. The ultimate goal in life
is to discover an opportunity that suits personal interest, and develop a business that can
capitalize on this opportunity.
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